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V

PREFACE

The development of the moral sentiments in the

human heart, in early life,—and every thing in fac

which relates to the formation of character,—is deter-

mined in a far greater degree by sympathy, and by

the influence of example, than by formal precepts and

didactic instruction. If a boy hears his father speak-

ing kindly to a robin in the spring,—welcoming its

coming and offering it food,—there arises at once in

his own mind, a feeling of kindness toward the bird,

and toward all the animal creation, which is produced

by a sort of sympathetic action, a power somewhat

similar to what in physical philosophy is called induc-

tion. On the other hand, if the fother, instead of feed-

ing the bird, goes eagerly for a gun, in order that ho

may shoot it, the boy will sympathize in that desire,

and growing up under such an influence, there will be

gradually formed within him, through the mysterious

tendency of the youthful heart to vibrate in unison with

hearts that are near, a disposition to kill and destroy

all helpless beings that come within his power. There
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is no need of any formal instruction in either case.

Of a thousand children brought up under the former

of the above-described influences, nearly every one,

when he sees a bird, will wish to go and get crumbs

to feed it, while in the latter case, nearly every one

will just as certainly look for a stone. Thus the grow-

ing up in the right atmosphere, rather than the receivj

ing of the right instruction, is the condition which it

is most important to secure, in plans for forming the

characters of children.

It is in accordance with this philosophy that these

stories, though written mainly with a view to their

moral influence on the hearts and dispositions of the

readers, contain very little formal exhortation and in-

struction. They present quiet and peaceful pictures of

happy domestic life, portraying generally such conduct,-

and expressing such sentiments and feelings, as it is

desirable to exhibit and express in the presence of

children.

The books, however, v/ill be found, perhaps, after all,

to be useful mainly in entertaining and amusing the

youthful readers who may peruse them, as the writing

of them has been the amusement and recreation of the

B^jthor in the intervals of more serious pursuits.
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BEECHNUT.

Chapter I.

Old Polyp od.

Phonny and Malleville. Their different charucters.

iHONNY was impulsive and ardent in his

character, and always eager to lead. Mal-

leville was quiet and submissive, and generally

very willing to follow. Thus, they agreed very

well together, and seldom got involved in dis-

putes ; for Malleville was almost always ready

to be governed by Phonny's guidance, and to

acquiesce in his decisions.

And yet Phonny was often very capricious

and changeable. Like other impulsive and

ardent boys of his years, he went from one

thing to another in his plays, without much

reason, or regard to consistency, drawing !Mal-

leville with him, when she was his play- mate,

as he passed in his caprice from one plan or

undertaking to another, each new one lieing

soon abandoned in its turn.
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Phonny's capriciousness. His border in the garden.

For instance, one summer morning after break-

fast, when he and Malleville came out to play, he

proposed to Malleville that they should take the

garden tools and go out into the garden and

weed his border. He had a border in the cor-

ner of the garden, which Beechnut had assigned

him, and he had sown a great number of flower

seeds in it, about a month before the time of

which we are speaking. The border was now

covered with a very luxuriant vegetation, weeds

and flowers having come up together there

in great profusion. Phonny had neglected this

border entirely since putting the seeds into the

ground, but now the idea seemed to strike him

that it would be good amusement to go and put

it in order. Malleville assented to the proposal.

So he went into the barn to get his little wheel-

barrow and the tools.

He loaded up his wheel-barrow with a great

number and variety of agricultural implements,

so as to be sure and have all that he should

need, and proceeded toward the garden. Mal-

leville followed him, gathering up such tools as

fell off from the wheel-barrow as he went along,

and dragging them on herself as well as she

could after him. Phonny worked upon the

garden for a short time—long enough to make
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He concludes to go a fishing. The flshing-pole,

a very considerable litter in the walk opposite

to his border, by the weeds, with big roots, which

he pulled out from among the flowers, and

threw down there—and then became tired.

He told Malleville that it was a line day to go

a-fishing, and that he thought they had better

go down to the pier and fish a little while. In

the mean time, he would leave the tools, he

said, where they were, and the wheelbarrow

;

lor he was coming back to work in his garden

again, after he had rested himself a little while,

fishing.

He had some trouble in finding his fishing-

line. He looked in the proper place for it, but

it was not there. He was sure that he had put

it there, he said, when he last used it. Some-

body must have taken it away. He went to

ask Beechnut if he had seen it anywhere.

" Yes," said Beechnut, " it is round the coi

ner of the house by the well. You left it there

day before yesterday when you came honie

from fishing, and went to the well to get a drink

of water."

"Oh yes," said Phonny, "so I did. Now ]

recollect."

The hook was off from Phonny's line. He
had more hooks somewhere, in a box, in the
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His ill success in fishing. The pin hook.

house, but he did not know exactly where

He looked in all the probable places that he

could think of, and inquired of everybody that

he met, but they could not be found. After

fretting a little at this vexation, and wishing,

somewhat pettishly, " that people would not take

his things," he contrived to make a hook of a

large pin which his mother gave him, and went

down to the pier. He threw his line out upon

the water, and then sitting downi upon a log

which lay upon the pier, he began watching the

cork for the indications of a bite. Malleville

stood by his side, with her hands behind her,

and with her eyes fixed upon the cork, very in-

tently, too.

Phonny soon became tired of fishing. A
boy of his years has, in fact, a feeling of con-

tempt for fishing with a pin, which soon be-

comes wholly irresistible when the attempt is

not successful. So Phonny drew in his line,

saying that it was of no use to fish that morn-

ing. He did not believe, he said, that there

was a fish in the river. Besides, he said, he did

not blame them for not biting at a pin.

Phonny's explanations were not very con-

sistent with each other, but he was beginning

to get somewhat out of humor, and there is
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Phonny and Malleville mount into the wagon.

nothing that inconsistency so thrives upon as

ill-humor.

He drew his line out of the water, wound it

up, and went back to the house. There was a

wagon standing out in the yard.

"Ah, Malleville," he exclaimed, "here's the

wagon. It is just the thing. Let us get in, and

iiave a ride."

He, accordingly, leaned his fishing-pole u]f

against a tree that was near by, and helped

Malleville into the wagon. Then he took the

long reins and fastened the ends of them to the

shafts of the wagon, one to each shaft, as chil

dren do when there is no horse, and they wish

to make believe drive. He raised the shafts, too,

from the ground, and then, with great labor

and much tugging, he drew the wagon along

toward a wood-pile, and there rested the shafts

upon the wood so as to keep them in a horizon-

tal position. Malleville was much pleased wdth

being drawn in this manner, and she urged

Phonny to go on, and give her a ride in the

wagon all about the yard. But Phonny said

that she was too heavy.

Phonny then got into the wagon, took the

reins and the whip, and then began to drive.

He found, however, that the remainder of the
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Phonny throws the harness out. His ride. His talk.

harness which was lying upon the floor of the

wagon, under his feet, was somewhat in his

way. So he threw it out upon the grass. He
pretended that the wagon was a ship at sea in

a storm, and that he was throwing the cargo

overboard. His idea amused both himself and

Malleville very much.

When the harness was all thrown out, Phon-

ny gathered up the reins again, and began to

drive on, talking all the time in a very rapid

manner about the scenery supposed to be in

view, and the various objects and incidents

which he fancied or invented, as occurring by

the way in their imaginary ride. Sometimes

he would pretend that they were going through

a dark and gloomy wood, and that he was

afraid that they would meet with bears or rob-

bers ; and he would whip his horses and urge

them on with the utmost vigor, to escape from

the dangers. Then he would come out into an

open country, very rich and beautiful ; and

would point out to Malleville the streams and

lakes and water-falis, or the lofty precipices and

the dark mountains which came successively into

view. Then he would rein up his horses and

stop at the door of an imaginary tavern, and

hold long conversations with the landlord about
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T"ie children go into the work-shop to see Beechnut.

the accommodations which he wanted at the

tavern, and the terms on which the landlord

would furnish them.

Phonny amused himself and Malleville in this

way for about a quarter of an hour, and then he

became tired of riding. He got down from the

wagon, and helped Malleville down. He looked

upon the harness lying upon the ground, with

an indistinct idea in his mind, that it was his

duty to put it back into the wagon again before

he went away; but ihen he thought that he

should come back again pretty soon to take an-

other ride, and in the mean time, that he would

^o into the work-shop and see what Beechnut

was doing.

The work-shop was a large room in a building

connected with the sheds and barns, where farm-

ing implements were made and repaired ; and

Phonny and Malleville, having heard a ham-

mering in that direction, while they were in the

wagon, rightly inferred that Beechnut was a1

work there. They found him, when they had

entered the work-shop, employed in mending

the rakes, in order to be ready for the haying

season, wh'ch was soon to come on. Beechnut

was standing before a great bench. There

we' e six or eight rakes upon this bench, which

B
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Beechnut is mending the rakes. Conversation with hina.

Beechnut had brought in to be repaired ; and

lie was now at work upon them, putting a

tooth into one, a new handle into another, and

a wedge to tighten a loose joint into a third.

Phonny climbed up upon the bench, and sat

down upon the edge of it, near where Beechnut

was working. He also helped Malleville up,

and gave her a seat by his side.

Beechnut was just driving in a long wooden

peg, which was to form a new tooth for the

rake that he was mending.

" Oh, Beechnut," said Phonny, " that reminds

me. You promised a great while ago to make

me a wooden horse, and you have not done it.'

" Haven't I?" said Beechnut.

" No," rejoined Phonny. " And so you have

broken your promise. J don't think you keep

your promises well, at all."

" That is a heavy charge to make against

me," said Beechnut. " When did I make the

promise ?"

" I don't know," replied Phonny. "It was a

great while ago. You promised to make me a

galloping horse."

" And when did I prom.ise that it should be

made ?" said Beechnut, still going on with his

work.
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Beechnut's promise. Pl.cnny's charges against Beechnut.

"Oh, I don't know," replied Phonny. "No
particular time. You were to make it for me

some time or other ; and you have neve?' made

it; at any time."

"There is more time coming," said Beech-

nut "plenty of it. Perhaps I shall make it

some time or other yet."

" But you ought to have made it before nov/,"

said Phonny. "I don't think you keep your

promises at all. Then, besides, 1 don't think

that you always tell the truth."

" Hi—yo !" said Beechnut. " What a chai

acter I am getting."

" I remember," continued Phonny, " when

you were going with us after Carlo, last summer,

you told the men along the road, that we want-

ed to buy a dog, when we did not wish to buy

one at all, we only wished to get back our own.'

" But we wanted to buy him back," said

Beechnut. " I told the men that we wished to

buy a dog, and that was true. We wished to

buy Carlo."

" No," said Phonny, " 1 don't think it was so.

And, besides, you deceived them at any rate.

You made them think that we wanted to buy

some new dog, whereas we only wanted to gel

back our old one."
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Beechnut defends himself.
*

Kis aiguraente,

"/ did not deceive them," said Beechnut.

'' If they were deceived at all, they must have

deceived themselves. I told them that we

wished to buy a dog. If they inferred from

that that it must be a new dog that we wanted,

and not any old one, it was their fault that they

were mistaken, and not mine. I am sure I dvi

not tell them that it was a new dog."

" But I think you deceived them," said Phon-

nj/, " and it is as wrong to deceive any body, as

it is to tell a lie."

" Always ?" asked Beechnut.

" Yes, cdways'' replied Phonny, very posi

lively.

It is generally rather unsafe, to affirm any

proposition whatever as universally true, since

general rules are so extremely liable to excep-

tions. Phonny thought that he was on very

safe ground in making this assertion, but he

found in the end, that it was diflicult ground to

be defended.

'' Once I knew a boy," said Beechnut, speak-

ing very gravely, " who had a hen ; and as he

thought that she would forsake her nest if he

took the eggs all out and left it empty, he made

I chalk ego', and left it there, for a nest-eor^
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(Jases of deception. The false e^'ir. The false arm.

He wished to make the poor hen think it was a

real egg, and so deceive her."

The boy that Beechnut referred to in this

case was Phonny himself.

"I know who you mean," said Phonny.

"You mean me. But that is a different thing.

That was nothing but a hen. 1 meant that il

was always wrong to deceive men!'

" That was not what you said," rejoined

Beechnut.

" It Avas what I meant, of course," rejoined

Phonny.

" Well, once I knew a man," said Beechnut,

"who had only one arm. The other had been

shot ofl^ in the wars. He found that it was

rather disagreeable to other people to see a

man walking about with one of his arms off at

the shoulder, so he had a cork-arm made with

a hand to it, and it was so exactly like a real

one that nobody observed any difference. He
kept a glove on the cork-hand, and everybody

was deceived, and thought it was a real hand."

•'/could tell," said Phonny; "I know."

*' Do you think," asked Beechnut, "that il

would be wrong for a man to wear a cork-arm

or a cork-leg, so exactly made that people

should think it was a real one ?"
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Bcechuut gives up. His punishment. The crooked log.

"I don't think they could do it," said Phon-

ny,
—

" possibly."

" But suppose they could do it," persisted

IJeechnut, " would it be wrong ?"

"' Yes," said Phonny, desperately. He did

iiot know how else to get out of the corner into

which Beechnut had driven him. "And be-

sides," he added, after a moment's pause, " that

is a different thing."

" Different from what ?" asked Beechnut.

" Why, from your telling the men in Num-

ber Five that you wanted to buy a dog, when

you only wanted to find our own."

" So it is," said Beechnut ;
" I admit it.

" And I think myself that it would have been

better if I had told them honestly that we had

lost a dog, and wanted to find him. And now

if you will tell me what my punishment shall

be, I will submit to it patiently."

"Well!" said Phonny, "your punishment

shall be to go now and make my wooden-horse."

'' It shall be done," said Beechnut, " as soon

as I have finished this rake."

Accordingly, as soon as Beechnut had com-

pleted the repairs of the rake that he had in

hand, he conducted Phonny and Malleville out

into the shed to look at a great log which he had
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Beechnut pulls out the log. They take it to Ihe shop.

laid aside some time before for the body of the

wooden-horse./ It was a log of a very irregu-

lar shape, bearing, however, some rude resem-

blance to a horse. Beechnut had observed this

odd conformation of the log as it lay in the

wood-pile the winter before, when he was cut-

ling up the wood, and had, accordingly, thrown

it aside, intending to put legs to it some day or

other for Phonny ; but the convenient time for

doing it had not arrived until now.

" There," said Beechnut, as he pointed out

the log to Phonny and Malleville. " What sort

of a horse do you think that will make for you ?"

" Most excellent," replied Phonny. " Haul

him, and put his legs in immediately."

So Beechnut and Phonny pulled the log out,

and after tumbling it over and over two or three

times, so as to get it out where they all could

stand around it to take hold of it, they lifted it

up, and, with great labor, lugged it into Beech-

nut's shop. Malleville tried to help in the work

by taking hold of a sort of branch which rep-

resented the tail, and lifting at it with the little

strength which she had at her disposal. Thus

the monster was finally got into the shop, and

tumbled down there upon the floor.

Beechnut then began to make the legs for
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Q.uestioii ib'jut a name. Message to Wallace.

the horse, and to bore holes with a great auger,

in the body, for the insertion of them. While

he was doing this, Phonny asked what name his

horse should have when he was finished.

" I don't know," said Beechnut. " You must

name him yourself You can't call him a

quadruped, for he is going to have more than

four legs."

" What is he going to have more than four

legs for?" asked Phonny.

" So as to make him a galloping-horse," re-

plied Beechnut. " If I make six or eight legs.,

and have them of different lengths, you can

vock him back and forth, on his various legs,

and so suppose that he is galloping. You had

better go and ask Wallace what would be a

good name for an animal with six or eight legs

He will find out by his Latin and Greek."

- Well," said Phonny, " I will."

" Or no," said he asrain, after a moment'?

thought. " It will be better for you to go, Mai-

leville : because you see I want to stay and see

Beechnut finish the horse."

-' But I want to stay too," said Malleville.

" Why, that isn't of so much consequence,"

argued Phonny. " You see it is necessary for

me to know how horses are made, for perhaps
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Malleville returns with Wiilliice's answer.

[ shall have to make one myself some day. I

may want to make a little one for you, if 1 can

only find a log next winter. So it is better that

you should go and ask Wallace about the

name."

Malleville was easily persuaded in such cases

as these, and though she had no great confidence

that Phonny's plan of making a horse for her

would ever be accomplished, she consented to

go and do the errand to Wallace. In due time,

she returned.

As soon as Phonny saw her coming, he called

out to know what Wallace had said.

" What is his name to be ?" said he.

" It is Polly something," said Mallevi!-'^.

*' He has written it down on this paper."

Phonny took the paper, repeating at the same

time the name which Malleville had suggested

in a tope of contempt.

"Polly !" said he. " Polly is no name for a

horse."

So Phonny opened the paper, and read what

was written within it, aloud to Beechnut and

Malleville, thus :

"If be lias six legs, call liim Hexapod. If he lias mot<j

than six, I think you had better call him Polypod."
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Construction of the wooden horse. His many lege.

Phonny threw back his head and laughed

aloud.

" Oh, Polypod !" he exclaimed. " What a

name ! Oh, Mollypod !"

The legs of the horse were soon finishea

They were formed of short poles sharpened a

little at one end, so as to be driven firmly into

the auger-holes which had been made to receive

them. They were set in such a manner as to

spread a little laterally, so as to prevent the

horse from falling over upon his side. The

egs, too, were of different lengths, the middle

ones being a little longer than those extending

before and behind, so that when a rider was

seated upon the horse, and rocked him to and

fro, a sort of jolting motion was produced,

which Phonny called galloping, and which ho

and Malleville found very agreeable. When
the work was done, they carried the horse out

to a place where there was a solid plank plat-

form at the end of the house, and established

him there. Beechnut brought out two buffalo

lobes from the barn, and folding them twice, he

placed them upon the horse, one behind tho

other. The foremost formed a saddle for Phon-

ny, and the other a pillion for Malleville. It

happened that there was a sort of branch grow-
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The children mount the wooden horse.

ing out of the log, between Malleville's seat and

Phonny's, which was very convenient for Mai-

eville, to enable her to hold on. When all was

thus ready, Beechnut taught them a song to

sing, which he made up for the occasion, and

then he went away, leaving the children sing-

ing and riding old Polypod, keeping time by

iheir music, with the jolting of the horse.

OLD rOLYPOD,

The sons? was this

" High and low,

Fast and slow,

Over the hills away "wc go.
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Their song. Beechnut repairs Phonny's mischiet

Round and square,

Up in the air,

The birds are singing, Begone dull carej.

Hie, old Polypod ! Ho, old MoUypod

!

Fumbling, rumbling, stumbling Polypod."

The children sang this stanza with great glee,

and at the top of their voice, adding every tiaie

they came to the end of it, a chorus of loud and

long-continued shouts of laughter.

About two hours after this, Beechnut, in look-

ing about the yard and garden, found the traces

of disorder v/hich Phonny and Malleville had

left in the walk opposite the border in the gar-

den, and about the wagon in the yard. He put

the things which Phonny had left out of place,

properly away, and noted the time which it re-

quired to do so. The time was ten minutes.

He then went in search of Phonny.

" Well, Phonny," said he, " how do you like

old Polypod ?''

" Very much, indeed," answered Phonny.

" Have I fulfilled m}' promise now, to your

satisfaction ?" continued Beechnut.

"Yes," said Phonny, "entirely."

"And did I submit to my punishment, for not

telling the exact truth to the men in Num.ber

Five, with a good grace ?''
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His charges against Phonny. Puniahraent inflicted.

" Yes," said Phonny.

" Now/' continued Beechnut, " I have a

charge against you. You have been at Vv^ork

in the garden, and you left the wheelbarrov/,

and the tools, and evor so many weeds, in the

walks ; and then you went to play in the wagon,

and finally left it out of its place, and with the

reins tied to the shafts, the harnesses on tlie

ground, and every thing in confusion."

Phonny appeared quite astounded at these

heavy accusations. He did not know what to

say.

" Are you guilty or not guilty ?" said Beech-

nut.

" Why guilty, I suppose, replied Phonny, " but

T will go and put the things right away."

" No," replied Beechnut, " that is done al-

ready. " Every thing is put away excepting

your fishing-pole. That is your property, and

1 have nothing to do with it. The garden and

the wagon, it is my business to take care of, so

1 have put them in order, and all you have to

do is, to submit to the proper punishment for

putting them out of order."

''- Well," said Phonny, " I will. What is the

punishment ?"

*' You must pay double damages," said Beech-
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Phonny sentenced to turn the grindstone.

nut. " It took me ten nninutes to put the things

away, and you must do work for me, equal to

twenty minutes. But then, as your time is not

worth more than half as much as mine, it will

take you forty minutes to do the work."

*' Well," said Phonny. " What is the work

to be ?"

" Turning the grindstone for me to grind the

scythes, after tea," said Beechnut.

Phonny made no objection. In fact, he went

to his work so good-naturedly, and was so in-

dustrious in doins^ it, that Beechnut released

him at the end of half an hour.

Beechnut never scolded ; he always punished

the boys that he had dealings with, for their

faults and delinquencies. It is true, the boys

were not obliged to submit to his punishments,

but they generally did so of their own accord,

for the punishments were always reasonable

and just, and Beechnut was, moreover, very

good-natured, though still very firm, in inflict-

ing them. Sometimes his punishments were

of a very odd and whimsical character, and

afforded great amusement,—while yet they an-

swered the purpose of punishments perfectly

well. They were sometimes, too, in name and

form at least, pretty severe, He once actually
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Beechnut's punishments. Safe mode of hanging.

hung a village boy, for some rebellion agains,

his authority. He hung him to the limb of 3

ivQQ. The only material difference betweei

ihe hanging of this boy, and a regular execu

lion, was, that the rope in the boy's case, in

fttead of passing round his neck, was put unde

hig arms.
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Beechnut's great picture of Paris.

Chapter II.

The Great Black Bear.

There was another promise that Beechnut

had made to Phonny and Malleville besides the

one in relation to the wooden-horse, which for

a long time he postponed fulfilling. It was the

promise to relate to them the incidents of his

early life in Paris, and the circumstances by

which his father had been led to come to Amer-

ica. The reason why this story had been so

long postponed was, that Beechnut said it could

not be well understood without having his

picture of Paris at hand, to look at the places

which he should refer to in his story. Beech-

nut had a large and handsome picture of Paris-

hanging up in his room. He had brought it

with him from Paris, when he came to Ameri-

ca, together with a gi'eat many other similar

treasures. These things had all been left at

Montreal, when Beechnut and his father came

across throusch the woods from Canada to the

United States, but Beechnut had sent for them

afterwards, and \iad safely received thenh By
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BeechBufs room. His pictures and treasures.

means of these treasures Beechnut had con-

trived to make his room in Mrs. Henry's house

a very attractive place ; and among the various

objects of interest and curiosity which he had

collected there, not the least alluring was his

large colored picture of Paris which hung u[)

in the room in a conspicuous position. This

was the picture that he referred to as essential

to a right understanding of the story of his

early life.

Although Beechnut's room was, as we have

said, a very attractive place, still he spent very-

little time in it, being occupied generally during

all the hours of every day in his work about

the house and farm. There were the evening

hours, it lS true, but during the summer the

evemngs were very short, and during the win-

der it was too cold in his room to remain there

long. There was indeed a fire-place, but

Beechnut never had a fire in it, or at least very

seldom. It happened thus that he spent very

little time in his room, and no convenient op

portunity occurred for being there with Phonn"'

and Malleville so as to sit opposite to the picture

of Paris and hear the story. In fact, it is :.m-

possible to say how long it would have been

before such an opportunity would have been

r.
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The great black bear. Her design in coming out of the woo<l«.

presented, had 'it not been for a certain great

black bear.

It may seem extraordinary that there should

be any connection between Beechnut's oppor-

tunities for story-telHng and the movements of

any bear. But so it was. The way in which

it happened was thus :

—

A large black mother bear that had been

living for some time with other bears in remote

regions among the mountains, at length about

the middle of the summer became tired of the

dismal solitude of her abode, or else perhaps

she found it difficult to obtain food enough in

the woods for her young cubs, which having

become pretty large wanted a great deal to eat.

The old bear came, accordingly, through the

woods toward the settlements of men, to see

what she could find there. She was very suc-

cessful in this expedition. She found a flock

of sheep sleeping quietly at midnight in a lonely

field near a farmer's log house. The bear crept

up slily to the place and seized a lamb in her

monstrous jaws, and then ran off into the

woods again. The lamb set up a loud and in-

cessant bleating in its agony of terror, though

the sound of it grew fainter and fainter as it

was borne off through the thickets. The whole
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The flock of sheep. Their distress and terror. T!ie farmer

flock of sheeep was aroused by these siiddet

cries, and all began to bleat too, and to run in

a dreadful panic toward the house, to alarm

their master. They all ran thus except one,

ihe mother of the lamb that was carried away.

She, instead of flying toward the house, ran

toward the dark and gloomy thickets where her

lamb had so mysteriously and dreadfully disap-

peared, determined to attack the unknown ene-

my with the utmost fury, if she could overtake

it, whatever it might be. She, however, could

not overtake it. The bear knew perfectly the

way that she was to go. She had eyes, too,

that enabled her to see her way, even through

ihe densest recesses of the forest, and in the

darkness of midnight. The sheep, on the other

hand, was soon bewildered and lost, and ran to

and fro in an agony of distress and terror.

The farmer came out with a lantern to dis-

cover the cause of this commotion, but he could

not ascertain any thing satisfactory. He sup-

posed, however, that some wild animal had

come from the woods and frightened the flock,

but he could not determine whether any of the

sheep or lambs had been carried away. The

darkness and the confusion prevented him froni

counting those that remained, to see if all were
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Tracks of the bear seen in the morning.

there. lie presumed, however, from the bleal-

mg of the mother-sheep above referred to, and

from the other symptoms of distress wliich she

manifested, tliat one of her lambs was gone.

In the morning all doubt was at once re-

moved, on the first survey of the ground ; for

the spot where the bear had struggled with her

prey was plainly to be seen, and her track could

also easily be traced into the thickets, marked,

where the ground was soft, by the impression

of her own iootsteps upon the pathway, and at

other places by blood.

On making these discoveries, the farmer's

mdignation was aroused to the highest pitch

against the bear.

*' The bloodthirsty wretch !" he exclaimed

"What a cruel monster to carry off and butch-

er a poor innocent lamb like that
!"

There was, however, no just cause for this

indignation—certainly not on the part of the

farmer himself,—for he was rearing this very

lamb for the identical purpose to which the bear

had appropriated it, namely, to kill it for food

for his family. He had the very day before

killed another of his lambs, and roasted a part

of it before the kitchen fire, to make a dinner

for his children Mer. oftea exhibit this same
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The farmer's inconsistency. Plans for pursuit.

kind of unreasonableness in censuring one an-

other. They condemn very severely in their

neighbors, things which they do themselves

without any compunction.

Unreasonable as it was, however, the farmei

was extremely indignant. He left the tracks

which the bear had made, just as they were,

and called his neighbors in to see them. The

neighbors were indignant too ; and as they

had flocks and herds which were in the same

danger, they soon formed a plan for arming

themselves, and setting off into the woods in a

company, to endeavor to intercept the bear in

her retreat, and kill her.

For arms, the farmers got out all the muskets,

fowling-pieces, and pistols that they could find

in their houses ; and those who had nothing that

would shoot, supplied themselves with pitch-

forks, hatchets, and great clubs. One man

made a sort of spear of the point of a scythe,

which he contrived to fasten into the end of a

handle that had once belonged to a pitchfork.

He cut away a part of the blade of the scythe

with a cold chisel, so as to form a sort of shank

which could be driven into the handle. It made

a very formidable looking weapon, indeed

When it was finished, the man brandished it ir«
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Messengers. Arms. Beechnut and the horseman.

the air before him, and said that all he wanted

now, was to see the bear coming at him with

her mouth open, and he would give her some-

thing to swallow not quite so tender as the flesh

of that lamb.

In the mean time, the messengers who had

been sent abroad, galloped from farm-house to

farm-house, spreading the tidings. One of them

came to Mrs. Henry's, and told Beechnut the

news, in hopes that some of Mrs. Henry's work-

men might go with them. It happened, how

ever, that these workmen were all away. At

the time when the messenger came to the house,

Phonny w^as down by the river, upon the little

pier, fishing. Malleville was just going down

to join him, but her attention was arrested at

seeing the horseman ride rapidly into the yard

;

and when he stopped before Beechnut, who was

saddling the horse at a post near the barn, she

walked up to the place to hear what was the

matter. After telling the story to Beechnut,

the horseman rode away as fast as he came.

Beechnut left the saddle, loose, upon the back

of his horse, and hurried into the house. Mal-

leville v/alked slowly and thoughtfully down

toward the pier, thinking of the bear and tlie

lamb, and intending to tell the story to Phonny.
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Phonny's curiosity. Malleville's account of the affair.

Phonny had heard the footsteps of the horse,

as he came galloping along the road, and so had

looked round to see what was the matter. He
observed that the horseman, after a moment's

conversation with Beechnut, went galloping

back again as fast as he came. This excited

his curiosity. He stood, accordingly, upon the

pier, holding his fishing-pole in his hands, with

the line in the water, but with his face turned

away from it toward Malleville, thus watching

her as she approached, instead of looking for a

bite at the end of his line. As soon as Malle-

ville came near enough to be heard, he called

out to her, saying,

" Malleville, what was it that that man gal-

loped into our yard about?"

" About a bear," said Malleville.

" What about a bear ?" asked Phonny very

eagerly.

"It is about a bear," exclaimed Malleville,

coming now pretty near to Phonny, so that she

could speak in her ordinary tone of voice, " that

came out of the woods and carried off a poor

little lamb. The men are all going off into the

woods to shoot the bear, and bring the lamb

home again."

" Are they ?" said Phonny eagerly.
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BL-echnut wishes to go with the huiitinij party.

Immediately, in a very hurried and excited

manner, he laid his fishing-pole down upon the

pier, placing a flat stone across it *o keep it

steady, and set off toward the house. Malle-

ville ran after him, urging him to wait for her.

lie was running so fast, that she could not keep

up with hiiTi. Phonny, however, was too much

excited by the intelligence which he had re-

ceived, to pay any heed to Malleville's calls.

He made his way, as fast as he could, into the

yard, to find Beechnut. He caught a glimpse

of him going into a back shop. Phonny fol-

lowed him there, and found him examining an

old gun which he had taken down from a high

shelf there.

" Are you going into the woods to shoot the

Dear ?" asked Phonny.

" I am going into the woods," replied Beech-

nut, "but I do not expect to shoot the bear."

" Has my mother given you leave to go ?"

asked Phonny.

"Yes," replied Beechnut. This was true.

Beechnut had been into the house and had in-

formed Mrs. Henry of the circumstances of the

case, and had asked permission to accompany

the expedition into the woods. Mrs. Henry

had been at first entirely u'lwilUng to ^ive hev
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Phonny wishes to go too. His disappointment.

consent that he should go. But Beechnut said

that they had flocks of sheep to be defended as

well as the neighbors, and that it was incum-

bent on him, since all the men attached to the

farm were away, to be ready to go with tlie

other farmers, and, whatever might be the diffi-

culty or the danger, to take his share of it with

the rest. So Mrs. Henry finally consented.

"I mean to go, too," said Phonny. "I will

go and ask my mother."

So Phonny ran off to the house. In a few

minutes he returned again, looking very down-

cast and disconsolate. Beechnut was still at

work upon the gun. His attention was wholly

absorbed by it, so that he paid no attention to

Phonny. Malieville was standing by looking

at the gun with an expression of mingled curi-

osity and awe.

" Will she let you go ?" asked Malieville in a

very gentle voice.

" No," said Phonny, peevishly. " And I don't

see why. / might go as well as Beechnut."

" She will not let you go then ?" said Beech-

nut, snapping some part of the gun back and

forth in his attempts to put it in order.

"No,''' said Phonny, speaking in a very Iret-

ful tone.
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Beechnut condoles with him. Plionny's resentment.

•'How provoking!" said Beechnut.

**Yes/' rejoined Phonny, "it is provoking

indeed."

*'And how unreasonable!" said Beechnut.

* Yes," responded Phonny.

"If I were you I would not bear it/^ said

Beechnut.

"Why, what would you do?" asked Phon-

ny.

" Oh, I don't know," said Beechnut. " I

would do something or other very desperate.

[ would fret about it all day."

Phonny w^as silent.

" You will not find another thing so good

to fret about in a twelve-month." continued

Beechnut. " It is astonishing what trials and

straits innocent boys are put to by hard-hearted

mothers. Here now is a boy that his mother

will not allow to set off in a company of fifty

men, with dogs and guns, to make a tramp of

six miles through the woods and mountains

hunting a wild beast,—and he bears it, dear

little fellow, as patiently as a lamb
!"

So saying, Beechnut began to pat Phonny

gently on the back.

Phonny seized a leather strap, a part of an

old bridle which chanced just then to be lying
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Beechnut and Phonnj'. Beechnut retreats.

c:)n the bench, and gave Beechnut a great

whack across the shoulders with it, and then :an

oiFout of the shop. He tried very hard to look

cross until he had 2;ot out of sis;ht, but he could

not quite effect it. He burst into an invol-

untary and distressing laugh just as he was

passing the door. But he recov^ered himself

almost immediately, and Beechnut having put

up the gun, and followed Phonny to the door,

saw him standing there pretty near, and looking

as sullen as ever.

" Poor little lamb i" said Beechnut in a tone

of great condolence.

Phonny ran at Beechnut on hearing these

words, to pound him with his fist, but Beech-

nut evaded him by running round the horse,

and thus keeping out of his pursuer's way.

He also said by way of deprecating Phonny's

displeasure :

" I meant the lamb that the bear carried

away—not you."

"No," said Phonny, "you meant me. 1

know you did
"

Beechnut watched his opportunity while

dodging about the horse to put the saddle prop-

erly on, and to fasten the girth. He then sud-

denly retreated into the shop, and came out a
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Beechnut determines not to take the gun. His reasons.

moment afterwards with his mountain-axe,

which was a small and light axe, though the

iiandle was as long as that of any other axe.

With this axe in his hand, he mounted the

horse and began to ride away.

" Are you not going to take the gun," asked

Plionny.

"No," replied Beechnut.

" Why not ?" asked Phonny.

" Oh, there are various reasons," said Beech-

nut. As he said this, he was advancing rapidly

upon his horse across the yard toward the gate,

Phonny trotting along by his side, and holding

on by the stirrup. " There are various rea-

sons," said he. " It is out of order, and I am

afraid it would not go off; and if it should go

off, I am afraid it would kick me over ; and if

it did not kick me over, I am afraid it woula

shoot some of the men ; and if it did not shoot

any of the men, I am afraid it would not hit the

bear. And besides all that, there is David's

reason for taking a sling and not a sword, when

he went out to fight Goliah. He kneio the

sling, and he did not know the sword. I know

my mountain-axe, and I don't know any gun.

So good-bye. Poor little lamb !"

Phonny ran out to the road-side and seized a
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Pbonny shools imaginary bears. The hunting parlr.

handful of grass to throw at Beechnut as he can-

tered away, t.nd then walked back to meet Mal^

leville. He told Malleville that Beechnut was

the greatest teaze that ever he knew, and he

hoped that the bear would catch him in the

woods and eat him up.

Phonny then went and got a wooden gun

which Beechnut had made for him some time

before, and amused himself and Malleville foi

more than two hours in rambling about the

yards and gardens, and shooting at various ob-

jects which he made, in his imagination, answer

as representatives of bears. The fishing-pole,

which he had left upon the pier, was entirely

forgotten.

Beechnut was brought home about the middle

of the afternoon of that day quite seriously hurt.

The manner in which this accident befel him

was as follows :

—

The party of men that were to go out to hunt

the bear met at an appointed place of rendez

vous near the house of the farmer Vv^hose flock

had been attacked. Here they agreed upon

ll.'c rules of the expedition. They were all

to proceed together, following the track of

the bear, as long as the track could be seen

Tb.en they were to separate into different par^
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Their arrangeraea s. Signals agreed upon.

ties, each under its own leader, and proceea

by different paths though in the same general

direction. They were all to be very carefu.

not to fire a gun unless they should actually see

the bear, so that the report of a gun heard in the

woods would be an imperative signal that all

who should hear it must repair immediately to

the spot from which the sound came. In case

the several parties should become too widely

separated to hear the reports of the guns, if oc-

casion should occur for firing them, or in case

the bear should not be seen by any one, and so

the guns not be fired, they were each to go on as

far as they thought they could safely go and get

back that niij^ht. These arrano:ements beinc^ all

formally agreed upon, the expedition commenced

Its march.

The men went on without any particular ad-

venture for more than a mile, following the

track of the bear, which they succeeded in

tracing for this distance. Sometimes they

lost it for a moment, but they soon recovered it

again, and went on. The men walked in single

file, with the more experienced and sagacious

hunters in front to watch for the track. Some

of the young men in the company laughed at

Beechnut for bringing an axe. They asked
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Beechnut's axe. The party lose the track. Uncle Harry.

him whether he expected that an old she bear

was going to stand still like a maple-tree while

he came up with his axe to cut her down.

Beechnut took all this raillery in very good part,

and trudged patiently on in his place in the line,

with the axe upon his shoulder.

After getting about a mile and a half into the

woods, the leaders of the party lost sight of the

track and could not recover it again. The

company then divided into several distinct par-

ties and went on at a little distance from eac'h

other so as to explore a considerable breadth of

forest as they advanced. The party to which

Beechnut was attached consisted of about six

men. The leader of this party was an old and

experienced hunter, whom the men called Uncle

Harry. Beechnut joined this division because

he had more confidence in Uncle Harry than in

any of the other commanders. The rest were

noisy and talkative, but Uncle Harry was quiet

and still, and yet very observant and watchful

;

he said but little and made no pretensions, while

the others were continually calling out to the

company to go this way and that, and direct-

ing their attention to discoveries which always

turned out to be nothing in the end. Beechnut

observed all these things, and concluded that
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Uncle Harry acts as guide. The bear discovered.

there would be the best chance of seemg the

bear in following Uncle Harry.

He was right in this conjecture. Uncle Har-

ry knew the whole country perfectly well, and

lie formed a perfectly correct judgment of the

route which the bear would be likely to take.

He went on, however, without making any dis-

coveries, for more than three mnles, passing over

and through all sorts of difficulties and obstacles,

which cannot be particularly described. At

ength, just as he was entering a wild md dis-

mal glen, almost surrounded by rock;y precipi

ces, he suddenly stopped, and said,

" Hush !"

He pointed up the glen. The men all looked,

and there, upon the ground, under a large oak-

tree, they saw a monstrous black bear sitting

up and looking at them with fierce and glaring

eyes. A moment afterwards they heard a long

low and angry growl.

Beechnut immediately looked all around the

glen to see if there was any way by w hich the

bear could escape from them in case she was

attacked by the men and wounded. He saw

that there was one path leading up the rocks

upon one side of the glen, which seemed to af-^

ford the only egress. He immediately left thr
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Conflict with the beiir. Beechnut and his axe.

party, and running into the thicket, he stole

round in a circuit until he came out to this path,

about half-way up the ascent. Before he

reached this point, however, he heard one vol-

ley discharged from the guns.

When he reached the path, he sheltered him-

self behind a great tree that was there, and

then peeping out upon one side he looked down

into the glen. The bear had disappeared.

She had been slightly wounded by one of the

p;uns, and had scrambled up into the oak-tree.

The men were loading their guns anew. Pres-

ently they fired a second time. The bear was

slightly wounded again, and terrified at the noise

made by the guns and at the smoke and fire, she

came down the tree with great impetuosity and

rushed toward the path which Beechnut was

guarding. Beechnut stood all ready with his

axe as she came climbing up the steep path, and

at the instant that her head came within his

reach he dealt upon it a tremendous blow, and

felled the bear to the ground. He immediately

began cutting off her head with rapidly repeated

strokes of the axe, and before any of the men

could reach the place the head was severed

completely from the body.

The report of the guns and the shouts of tht?

D
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Going home.

Beechnut.

Tlic hand-barrow. Beechnut's triumph.

men brought up one of (he other parties to the

spot. The rest had wandered too far away to

hear them. The men who assembled made a

sort of hand-barrow of the stems of young and

slender trees, to put the carcass of the bear

n[ton, and carry it home. They found a road

in returning which took them back by a nearei

way than that by which they came. When

they began to approach the settlements of the

farmers, Uncie Harry and the other men in-

sisted that Beechnut should get upon the bar-

BBINGING HOME THE BEAR.
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Tlio bridge breaks down. Beechnut hurt

row too, that they might carry him home in

triumph. Beeciinut wished to decHne this

honor, but the men all absolutely insisted en

his compliance. So he mounted upon the bai

row, and took his seat upon the bear.

The procession went on very well in thi:?

way for a short distance, but at length they

came to a little bridge, which, though strong

enough for ordinary travel, could not bear this

great load, consisting, as it did, of the bear

and Beechnut, and the men that were carry-

ing them. The bridge broke down, and half

of the party fell into the brook. Beechnut,

being the highest, fell the farthest, and the sharp

end of one of the poles of the barrow entered

his leg and made a shocking wound.

For the rest of the way he had to be carried

in earnest, and he arrived at home at last, in tiie

condition in which great heroes so often find

themselves—covered with j^lorv, but tormented

with pain.

Another of the disasters of the day was, that

l*honny lost his fishing-line. A large fish bit at

his hook while he was in the yard with Mallc-

ville sliooting imaginary bears. The fish was

strong enough to pull the fishing-line, pole, and

all into the river, notwithstandincj the flat stone
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Phonny loses his pole and line.

which Phonny had placed over it, to secure it.

Phonny went down in the course of the after-

noon to get his pole and line, but they were

gone^ and he could never find out what became

of thern
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Pain of Beechnut's wounds. He wants water.

Chatter III.

Beechnut's Picture of Paris.

For two or three days Beechnut suffered a

great deal of pain from his wound. He w^as

feverish and restless besides, and very thirsty

all the time. Phonny and Malleville went in

sometimes to see him, but he could not talk

much with them, and so they soon went out.

Phonny went up to the bed-side at one time

and asked Beechnut whether there was not

any thing that he could do for him. " Yes,"

said Beechnut, " if you will just go up into the

mountains and bring me down a little brook, so

that I can have it running here by my bed-side,

and drink as much as I want, I will be everlast

ingly thankful to you."

Phonny laughed, and said that he could noi

do that; but he would go down to the well and

get him a pitcher full of cool water. Beechnut

replied that that would not do him any good

;

for if Phonny brought the water, they would

not let him drink it.
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They give him very lillle. Beechnut better.

"Won't they let \ou have any thing to

di ink ?" asked Phonny.

"Very httle," said Beechnut.

Phonny had the opportunity very soon after-

wards to see how httle they gave Beechnut to

drink, for the nurse came to the bed-side and

asked him if he was thirsty. Beechnut said he

was. So the nurse took up a little water in a

tea-spoon from a tumbler which was standing

upon a small table at the bedside, and put it to

Beechnut's mouth. Beechnut took the water,

and then turned restlessly over and shut his

eyes. Pretty soon after this Phonny went

away.

Two days afterwards Phonny and Malleville

came to Beechnut's door one morning after

breakfast, and peeped into the room. Beech-

nut saw them, and called out to them to come in.

As they entered, they perceived at once that his

whole appearance was changed. His coun-

tenance was beaming with health and hap])!,

ness,

"How do you do this morning?" said

Phonny.

" Well," said Beechnut, emphatically,

swinging his arms at the same time over his

head. " Well. Perfectly well I never felt
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better in my life. I could mow an aero of

rrass this morning as well as not, if they would

only bring it to me here upon the bed. And I

am going to have beef-steak for breakfast

Think of that!"

Phonny said he did not think much of that.

He had had beef-steak for breakfast himself

every morning for a week.

" But I am a convalescent," replied Beech-

nut. " The greatest happiness in the world for

a boy, is to be a convalescent and to have beef-

steak and a cup of coffee for his breakfast."

"Only," continued Beechnut a moment af-

terwards, in a saddened tone, " I have got to be

still on this bed a week longer, till the wound

gets healed."

Beechnut then attempted to sit up in his bed

a little by way of showing how strong he was.

He found, however, that he was not so strong

as he had supposed. In fact, he felt very weak,

and on attempting to raise his head he became

ikint and giddy. He was therefore very glad

io lie down again.

He, however, gained a great deal of strength

\w the course of the day. Phonny and Malle-

ville came in several times to see him, and in

the afternoon he was well enough to hear
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rhonny read a story from a book ; only Beech-

nut got asleep during the reading. Phonny

looked a little disappointed when he turned

round at the naost interesting part of the story

and saw that Beechnut was asleep ; but the

nurse seemed pleased, and said that she was

very glad. The very best thing, she said, that

could be done with a book in the case of any

one who was sick, was to read him to sleep with

it. If it were not for that effect of reading, she

never, she said, would allow a book to come into

^ sick chamber.

After his sleep Beechnut felt quite rested and

refreshed; and Phonny, happening to cast his

eyes upon the picture of Paris which was hang-

ing upon the wall not far from the bed, in such

a position that Beechnut could easily see it as

he lay with his head upon the pillow, reminded

Beechnut of his promise to tell them about Paris

at some time, and about his early life there.

Beechnut said that he would perform his prom-

ise that very evening after tea. Accordingly,

after tea Phonny brought Malleville up into

Beechnut's room to hear the story.

The head of the bed upon which Beechnut

was lying was at one end of the room not far

from a window. The picture of Parfs was
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iianging over the fire-place whicli was opposite

to one side of the bed. Tiie window was be-

tween the bed and the fire-place. Near the

head of the bed, and between it and the win-

dow, there was a great " easy chair," as it was

called. It was large, and was very comfortably

lined and stuffed. It belonged in Mrs. Henry's

room, and had been brought into Beechnut's

room that he might sit in it as soon as he should

be able to sit up.

When Phonny and Malleville came in to

Beechnut's room to hear his story, Malleville

took possession of the easy chair and established

herself there. Phonny climbed up upon the

bed and sat with his back against the foot-board.

Thus he could look toward Beechnut while

Beechnut was talking, and could also see the

picture at any time by turning his head a little

toward one side.

When they were all read}^ Beechnut began

as follows.

" There is a river that runs through Paris.

The name of it is the Seine."

"Yes," said Phonny. "I knew that Paris

was on the Seine. I learned it in the Geog

raphy."

*' Yon can see the river in the picture," said
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Beechnut, pointing to the picture, but taking

no notice of Phonny's interruption.

beechnut's CHAMBEl

A copy of Beechnut's picture of Paris is put

into this book for a frontispiece, and the reader

by referring to it from time to time, as he reads

this conversation, will better understand Beech-

nut's remarks, besides getting a more clear iden

of ijome of the more important localities of the

city of Paris than any mere description could

possibly give.
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" Yes," said Phonny, " I see it. Which way

does it run ?"

" That is a very sensible question," said

Beechnut. It is ahnost sensible enough to bal-

ance the folly of the observation which you

made before."

" What observation ?" asked Phonny.

" The observation," replied Beechnut, " thai

you knew before that Paris was upon the river

Seine."

"Well I did know it, truly," said Phonny.

" I do not doubt it," replied Beechnut. " But

there was no need of interrupting the story to

boast of your knowledge."

" Well, which way does the Seine flow ?'

asked Phonny.

" It flows toward us, as we look at the pic-

ture. Do you see that little island in the middle

of the river ?"

" Yes," said Phonny. " I see two."

" I mean the largest," added Beechnut.

" The one nearest this way," said Phonny.

"I see it."

'' So do I," said Malleville.

" It is a pretty large island in reality," said

Beechnut, " though it looks small in the picture.

It has a great many streets and squares in it,
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and various public buildings and churches

They call it the city."

" What for ?" asked Phonny.
'•' I don't know," said Beechnut. " They

never call it the island, but always the city.

There is a great cathedral church upon it, which

is celebrated all over the world. This church

has two square towers."

" Yes," said Phonny, " I see them."

*' It is called the church of A^otre Dame," said

Beechnut. "It is not at all like the churches

and meeting-liouses in this country, with pews

in the middle and a pulpit at one end."

" What is it like ?" asked Malleville.

" Oh. you can not get any idea of it," replied

Beechnut, " without seeing it. The interior is

of vast size, with enormous columns rising to

sup])ort the arches to the roof, and when you

look up it seems as if you were looking to the

sky. And all around there are sculptures and

monuments, all carved in stone, and great paint-

ings on the walls, and chapels along tlie side?

with immense numbers of little candles burning

before the crucifixes and the images of the Vir-

gin, and hundreds of persons from all parts of

the world walking to and fro, and priests in

white robes, chanting masses and burning in-
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cense, while the sound of the organ is thunder-

in"^ all the time alono; the arches and aisles."

" I should like to go there," said Malleville.

" So should I," said Phonny, " very much in-

deed."

" Then besides the church," continued Beeclu

nut, '' there is an enormous hospital upon the

island, with sick people in it by the thousand.

They lie in beds placed in rows in long halls.

The nuns and nurses are walking about the

rooms taking care of these sick people, and the

physicians come round every day, bringing stu-

dents with them, and going along from bed to

bed to prescribe. The hospital is so large

that it takes a great many hours to go over

it all."

" I should not want to see so many sick peo-

ple," said Malleville.

"/should," said Phonny.

" Can we see the hospital in the picture ?"

asked Phonny.

'• Not very well," replied Beechnut. " It is

not far from the church, on the right hand side

of the island."

" There are a great many bridges across the

Seine," continued Beechnut.

" Yes," said Phonny. " I mean to couni
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them. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

When Phonny had got to seven he was sonrie-

v>']i3Lt puzzled for the rest, as he could not count

4he bridges about the island very well.

" Some of these bridges," said Beechnut, " are

wide, for carriages, and others are narrow, be-

ing intended only for foot-men. It is good fun

to go over, half-way, upon one of these bridges,

and look down upon the river."

" What do you see ?" asked Phonny.

" Oh, you see boys fishing upon the banks,'

replied Beechnut, '' and a gi'eat many little boats-

sailing about."

" And ships ?" asked Phonny.

" No," replied Beechnut, " you can never

have ships upon a river among bridges. The

masts are too tall."

" But they have ships in London," said Phon-

ny, " and bridges too."

" But not together," replied Beechnut. " The

ships never go above the bridges. The bridges

are all in the upper part of the city, and the

ships in the lower. They could not have a

bridge in the lower part of the city where the

shipping is, and that is the reason that they

made the tunnel."
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" 1 can see some of the little boats in the

river, in the picture," said Malleville.

'* Yes," said Beechnut. " Only the river is a

great deal larger in reality than it appears in

tlie picture, and there are a great many more

boats. Then there are the great floating bath

ing-houses, and washing-houses, and mills."

" What are they?" asked Phonny.

" The washing-houses," replied Beechnut,

" are very long and large houses, made one

story high, and handsomely painted. They

are anchored in the river, and they float upon

the water. There are rows of openings, like

doors, in them, all around, opening down to the

water. At each opening there stands a woman,

washing: clothes in the river, and bano-ino" them

when she pulls them out of the water, with a

ffi'eat club on the ed2;e of the boat."

" What boat ?" asked Phonny.

" Why, the washing-house itself is a sort of

monstrous boat, and there is a flat place at the

edge, at the bottom of the openings, where the

washer-women stand, for them to beat the

clothes upon."

" Yes," said Phonny, " I understand. But I

don't see any view of the washing-houses in

the picture."
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" No," said Beechnut, " there is not room in

such a picture for a hundredth part of what

you can see in Paris itself There are the mills

besides that are not represented in the picture.

They are large buildings floating upon the

water with wheels at the sides of them, like the

wheels of a steam-boat. The water of the river

flowing by, while the boat is kept still by its

moorings, makes the wheels go round, and that

carries the machinery."

"How curious!" said Phonny.

" Yes," said Beechnut. " You see a great

many curious things in standing upon the

bridges at Paris, and looking down upon th^j

water. Sometimes you may see something t^ji/1

is horrible."

" What ?" asked Phonny.

" Why, you might possibly see the dead ] rdj

of a man floating by. There are a gref.t iii^ai)

miserable wretches in Paris, and a great man^

of them drown themselves in the river. Then

there are others that fall in and get drowned

accidentally. The police take tl^dm out as

soon as they see them, but the water is always

so turbid that they are not easily seen, and they

float away down the river two or three miies.

There, there is a great net r.tretched across the
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Stream to catch the bodies. This net is exam-

ined every day, and all the bodies are *aken

back to Paris again."

*' To be buried ?" asked Phonny.

" No, not immediately. They first put them

in a particular building which stands in a very

public place upon the bank of the river, v^diere

any body can go and see them, to see if they

are their friends. This building is called the

Morgue. The bodies are put upon marble

slabs, and a little stream of water runs over

them all the time. The clothes which were

taken off from them are hung up near, for

sometimes they might be known by their

clothes."

" Can any body go in and see them ?" asked

Phonny."

•' Yes," said Beechnut ** The door of the

Morgue is always open, and people are all the

time going in and out. I went in a great many

times."

"What did you see ?" asked Phonny.

"Beechnut," said Malleville, "I wish you

would tell us about something else. I don't like

to hear so much about that."

"Well," said Beechnut, "I will. I will tell

you about the king's palace. It is that long

E
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building facing this way, in the middle of the

picture, with the gardens before it."

" Yes," said Phonny, " with the end to the

river."

" That," continued Beechnut, " is the famous

palace of the Tuilleries, where the king lives

;

—the king, or the emperor, or the president,

whichever it is. In front of it are the gardens

of the Tuilleries, full of groves of trees, and

pleasant walks, and beds of beautiful flow

ers."

" I can't see the flowers," said Malleville.

" No," rejoined Beechnut. " They would be

too small to be seen on such a picture : but

there are, in fact, a great many flowers there.

Then there are beautiful marble statues, and

fountains, and thousands of ladies and gentle-

men walking to and fro, or sitting under the

trees upon chairs kept there for the purpose,

and soldiers walking about to preserve order

and guard the gates."

"Won't they let any body go in," asked

P'lonny.

" Oh yes," replied Beechnut, " they let every

body go in, provided they are neatly and prop-

erly dressed, and have not any parcel in their

hands. The garden is for pleasure, and they
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do not allow any thing that looks like business

lo enter there. All the world may go if they

i^o only to enjoy themselves. At a certain

hour in the evening the drum beats, and then

every body must go out. The children of Paris

like to go into the gardens of the Tuilleries

very much. There is a great round pond of

water in the middle of it, where they can sail

their boats. You can see this pond in the

picture, with the fountain playing in the center

of it, only it looks very small."

"Where?" said Malleville ; "I don't see

it."

Phonny said that he saw it, and he jumped

down from his place upon the bed, went to the

fire-place, and then climbing up in a chair, he

pointed out the pond to Malleville.

" By-and-by," continued Beechnut, " 1 am

going to tell you about an adventure that 1 had

in the gardens of the Tuilleries, at this basin,

or pond; but now I want you to look at the

great open square, this side of the gardens of

\he Tuilleries, where you see two fountains,

une on each side."

" Yes," said Phonny. '' Here it is • and

ihese are the fountains."

8o saying, Phonny pointed at the fountains
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with his finger. Then he got down from his

chair and resumed his former position upon the

bed,

'' I can see them perfectly well from here/'

said he.

" There is something between those foun-

tains," resumed Beechnut, " in the middle of

the square, which is thought very wonderful,

but I presume that it will not interest you very

much."

" What is it ?" asked Phonny.

" An obelisk," replied Beechnut. " You can

see it standing up straight and tall in the mid-

dle of the square. The wonder is, that though

it is very large and very high, like a lofty stee-

ple, it is all one single stone from top to bottom.

It was made and set up in Egypt, thousands of

years ago, and is covered with hieroglyphics.

They brought it from Egypt, and set it up in

Paris in this square. It required prodigious

engines to move and lift such an enormous

stone."

" I see another obelisk," said Phonny,

" There it is." So saying, he pointed to a

tall column which maybe seen in the picture to

the left of the gardens of the Tuilleries, rising

from a square opening among the buildings.
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" No/' said Beechnut, " that is not an obelisk

That is the column of the Place Vendome.

There is a statue of Napoleon upon the top of

it. The column is covered with brass upon

the outside, from the bottom to the top, with

representations of battles upon it. Napoleon

got the brass by melting up between four and

five hundred brass cannons that he conquered

from his enemies in the wars."

" Behind the Tuilleries," continued Beechnut,

" is a great parade-ground, where the troops are

reviewed every morning at ten o'clock, with

drums beating and colors flying."

" I should like to go and see them," said

Phonny.

" So should I," said Malleville, " if they

would not fire. It frightens me when they

fire."

" You would like better to go to the Louvre

Malleville," said Beechnut.

" Where is the Louvre ?" asked Malleville.

"It is directly behind the parade-ground. Il

is built on four sides of a square with an open

space in the center."

After attentively examining the picture for

some time, Phonny and Malleville both saw the

palace of the Louvre. They could easily make
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out its square form, though that front of H

which was turned toward them was somewhat

concealed by smaller buildings which stood be-

tween the Louvre and the parade-ground.

Beechnut explained to them that there were

immense picture-galleries in the Louvre, con-

sisting of long halls,—so long, some of them,

that you could scarcely see from one end to

the other,—and yet the walls were entirely cov-

ered with the most beautiful paintings, through

the whole extent. Here, he said, crowds of

ladies and gentlemen were continually walking

up and down, or sitting upon cushioned benches

and looking at the paintings, or observing the

artists who were at work everywhere along the

apartments making copies. Beechnut described

the Boulevards too, a broad and splendid street

going all around the city. The beginning of it

may be seen on the left where it commences at

a church without a steeple, seen at the corner

of the picture. This church, Beechnut said,

was a very beautiful one, and was called the

Madeleine.

Beechnut also showed Phonny and Malleviile

where the great hotel was situated to which a

large proportion of the English and American

travelers who go to Paris, resort. It was on
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the left of the gardens of the Tuilleries, upon the

broad street which may be seen in the picture

between the gardens and the columns of the

Place Vendome. The name of this hotel was

the Hotel Meurice. There were pictures of

carriages in the street opposite to this place,

very small, so small indeed that Malleville could

not very well make out what they were.

Beechnut, however, told -her that they were car-

riages, and that they were filled with English

and American travelers going out to ride.

As he said this. Beechnut threw his head over

upon the pillow toward the other side, so as to

turn away from the picture, and exclaimed with

a sigh,

"Oh, dear me! I am tired."

" But you promised to tell us the story of

your adventure in the gardens of the Tuilleries,'

said Phonny.

" Not now," said Beechnut. " No more now.

Come to-morrow."

So Phonny got down from the bed, and per-

ceiving that Beechnut was very tired, he took

Malleville by the hand, and led her gently out

of the room.
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The next morning, soon after breakfast,

Phonny and Malleville went into Beechnut's

room to ask him to tell them the story of his ad-

venture in the gardens of the Tuilleries. They

found him a great deal stronger and better than

he had been the day before. He was sitting up

in his bed with his back against the bolsters,

and he had a pillow with a board over it, in his

lap, for a table. Upon the board he had a loose

pile of pictures which he had been collecting

for some time from newspapers and books, with

the intention of putting them into his scrap-

book when he had leisure. He was now trim-

ming the edges of these pictures with a pair of

shears.

" Ah, Beechnut," said Phonny, coming up to

the bedside. " You must not work. Malie-

vilje and I will triai these pictures for you."

" This is not work," replied Beechaut. " This

is play."
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"Oh no," said Phonny, "it is work to trim

pictures ; and hard work too to trim them

straight. 1 have tried it. You had better let

^lallevillc and I do it for you."

" No," said Beechnut. " I will finish the

work now I have begun it, and you and Malle-

ville may come and sit here together in the

easy chair, and I will tell you the story of my
adventure

"

So Phonny and Malleville took their places

as Beechnut had directed, and he began his

story as follows.

"My father was a maker of musical boxes,

and he used to live in Geneva, in Switzerland."

" Did he make your musical box for you ?"

asked Malleville.

Beechnut had, among his other treasures, a

very handsome musical box, which played seve-

ral very pretty tunes indeed. Malleville and

Phonny had often taken it to hear it play.

Beechnut kept it very safely in a drawer which

was always very carefully locked, and he

seenjcd to prize it very highly. Malleville

knew that this musical box came with Beech-

nut's other valuables from France, and accord-

ingly when she heard that Beechnut's father

was a musical box-maker bv trade, she thought
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at once that he must have made Beechnut's

box.

" Yes," said Beechnut, in reply to her ques-

tion ;
" and it was the last box that he ever

made ; and that is the reason why I value it so

much."

" My father," continued Beechnut, " got

along very well in making m.usical boxes at

Geneva for some time, but at last some unlucky

man invented a new way of making them by

using machinery for some of the important

parts, so that the boxes could be made a great

deal cheaper than before."

" I should think that that was lucky," said

Phonny, " not unlucky."

" It was unlucky for my father, at any rate,"

said Beechnut, " for he, and all other workmen

hke him, who only knew how to make the musi

cal boxes in the old way, were thrown out of

employment."

" Why did not your father learn to make

them by the machinery ?" asked Phonny

" I don't know," replied Beechnut. " Per-

haps he might have learned, but my mother

died about that time, and that disheartened him

more and more, and finally he determined to gc

away from Geneva. So he packed up his tools
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ill a trunk, and sold all his furniture, and theii

set oft^ with me to go to Paris."

" After he had been in Paris some time," coii-

(mued Beechnut, " and could not get any thing

to do, he became very much discouraged and

depressed. We lived in a little room in a house

upon the island that you see there in the pic-

ture ; the island that I told you was called the

city."

" Was it near the church that you lived ?"

asked Phonny.

" No," said Beechnut, " it was at the other

end of the island, the end this way. I felt very

unhappy to see my father so distressed, and one

day I thought I would go out and take a walk,

and see if 1 could not find something for him to

do. And if I could not do that, I thought at

least that I might amuse myself by finding

somebody more distressed than we were, and

perhaps helping them a little in their troubles,

even if we could not get out of ours.

"I walked across the brids^e which leads

from the city toward 'the Louvre. You can

see it upon the picture at this end of the island.

The bridge was covered with carriages and

people, going and coming. When I got across

ihe bridge, and came to the street which runs
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along the bank of the river, I found it full of

omnibuses, coaches, and men on foot, with mul-

titudes of people at the corners, having book.i

und pictures for sale, and drinks of variou;?

kinds, and refreshments. There was a row o[

women sitting on little benches along the edge

of the side-walk, exercising their various trades.

One was shearing and trimming dogs, another

was brushing boots for persons who were going

by. A man would come up to the place and

put his feet, first one and then the other, upon

a little stool which she had ready for him there,

while she would clean and polish his boots

without having them taken off. Another had

Lucifer matches to sell, another hot cakes,

which she was all the time frying over a little

portable furnace. Presently a cocoa-man came

along with his cocoa-fountain on his back, and

his cups tinkling."

*•' What does that mean ?" asked Phonny.

" A cocoa-man," said Beechnut, " is a man in

Paris who sells a kind of drink which they call

cocoa. It is very cheap, but I don't think it is

very good."

"No," said Phonny. *M have drank it, and

I don't like it very well."

"It is not your kind of cocoa," rejoined
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Beechnut. " that the cocoa-man sells in Paris.

It Is something quite different, I believe. But

whatever it is, he carries it in a great flat tin

can, strapped to his back, and rising high above

his head. The can is gayly painted, and it has

a pipe and a stop-cock, which comes out under

the man's arms, so that he draws out the drink

conveniently before him into little tin tumblers,

which he carries in his hand. These tin tum-

blers he jingles together as he walks along, to

let people know that the cocoa-man is com-

ing.

" The one that came along where I was

walking was stopped by a mischievous boy,

who asked for two drinks of cocoa, one foi

himself, he said, and the other for another boy

who was comino; round the corner. When tiie

cocoa-man had drav/n out the drinks, the boy

handed the cups back to him, asking him to

hold them for a moment while he took the

money out of his pocket. The cocoa-man

took the cups, and while his hands were thus

confined the boy turned the stop-cock and set

the cocoa lO running out of the can, and then

ran away, laughing at the cocoa-man's dis-

tress.
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THE COCOA-MAN.

" 1 saw it all, and went up immediately and

turned the faucet again so as to stop the run-

ning of the cocoa. The cocoa-man was very

angry with the boy, but was very thankful to

me. I lifted up the cover of his can and helped

him pour back the two cups of cocoa. He

said that he was very much obliged to me in-

deed, and asked me if he could not do any

thinsf to serve me. I told him no, unless he

could help me get something for my father to

do. He said he did not know of any thing
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that he could do unless he should buy a cuu

and become a cocoa-merchant. If my father

liked that, he would teach him, he said, all

about the business. Then he put his hand into

his pocket and took out a sou, and gave it to

me. He said that if he was rich, he would

reward me more. I told him that I did not

need any reward, but that I would take the sou,

for it would help my father a little. So I took

it, and went away."

" What is a sou V asked Phonny.

"It is a piece of money like a cent," said

Beechnut.

" I took my sou,'' continued Beechnut, '' and

walked on. Presently, as t was going across

by the parade-ground, I found two small chil-

dren with their honne. They had been flying a

small kite which their honne had bought for

them at a toy-shop."

" What is a honne V asked Malleville.

"Why, it is a sort of maid," replied Beech-

nut, " that takes care of children, and walks out

with them, and helps them play. The kite which

these children had was very small, and it had a

thread for a string. The kite had got caught

m a tree, and the honne could not get it down.

r went to them, and offered to climb the tree
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and release the kite ; and I began to do so, but

a police-officer came by, and said that it was

forbidden to climb the trees. So I was obliged

to desist. The bonne said it was no matter.

She would pull upon the string, she said, and

perhaps the kite would come down. So she

pulled very haid, but instead of bringing the

kite down, she only broke the string off near

the kite, and then the string itself, but nothing

else, came to the ground. It was a very pretty

scarlet thread.

" The bonne said that I mio;ht have the thread

to pay for my kindness in trying to get the kite.

I did not know that it would be of any use to

me, but it was very pretty, and I concluded to

take it and carry it home to show to my father.

I had not any thing else to wind it on, and so 1

wound it upon my sou, and then put it in my
pocket. Then we all went away. I went one

way, while the bonne and the children went an-

other. We left the kite dangling in the tree.

" I went along into the street that you see

there in the picture, passing between the gar-

dens of the Tuilleries and the column in the

Place Vendome, until I came to the great iron

gate leading into the gardens. I went in.

There were thousands of ladies and gentlemea
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walking about, some talking together as they

walked, some looking at the fountalDs, or the stat-

lies, or the beds of flowers ; while there were oth-

ers sitting at their leisure in chairs under the trees.

1 sauntered on among these crowds, not know-

ing where to go or what to do, until I came at

length to the great circular basin which you see

there in the picture, with the fountain in the

middle of it. The fountain w^as not playing

then, so that the water was smooth in every

part. There were a great many people walking

around the basin. There w^as a little boy there,

rather plainly dressed, who had a small boat

which he was sailing upon the water of the

basin. There was a very pretty young woman

with him, who, as I supposed, was nis bonne."

" And was not she his bonne?'' asked Malle-

ville.

" No," replied Beechnut. " I found out after-

ward that she was his sister, though I did not

know it at the time. He called her Arielle."

" What a pretty name," said Malleville.

" And what was the boy's name ?" asked

Phonny.

" Adolphe," said Beechnut.

" That is not a very pretty name," said

Phonny.

r
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" No," added Beechnut, " but it was a very

pretty boy, and he had a very pretty boat. Hig

sister had rigged it for him, and he had come

out to sail it that day for the first time. He had

a string tied to the bows of the boat to keep Ic

from getting away from him, but just as I cam<*

up to the place, he had, in some way or other

accidentally dropped his string, and the boa\

was sailing away over the water out of his reach

There were some other boys there who began

to laugh at him, and went about to pick up little

pebble-stones to throw at the boat and make it

go away farther. Poor Adolphe was greatly

distressed and began to cry. Arielle looked dis-

tressed too. She begged Adolphe not to cry,

and said that she would contrive some way or

other to get his boat back again. But when she

looked at it and saw it floating slowly away, far-

ther and farther, she did not know what to do."

"Hoh!" said Phonny. "Why did not the

boy pull up his trowsers and go right in and

get it ?"

" The police would not have allowed h m tc

do that," replied Beechnut. " The polic* are

very strict about all such things as that, ii the

public gardens in Paris. Besides, I presum \he

water was too deen."
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" I immediately recollected my long thread.'"

continued Beechnut, " and thought that I could

get back the boat in some way or other b\

means of that. So I v/ent up to the brink ol

file basin and said to the other boys, don't let us

throw stones at the poor little fellow's veFsol.

liCt us try to get it back for him.

" They then stopped throwing stones, bjl

they said that there was no way to get the ve3

sel back. One of the boys had a small pebble-

stone in his hand which he had not yet thrown.

I asked him to let me look at it. I then took

out my scarlet thread, and asked him if he

thought it would be possible to tie that thread

to the pebble-stone so as to make it hold. He
said he thought it would ; and then I asked him

to try and see if he could do it."

" Why did not you do it yourself?" asked

Phonny.

" Because," replied Beechnut, " I wanted to

get those boys interested in bringing back the

vessel, by giving them something to do about it
"

" That was a good plan," said Phonny.

" Yes," said Beechnut. " If I had gone for-

ward by myself alone to get back the vessel, es-

pecially after having reproved them for throw-

ing stones at it, I should perhaps have had their
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i:l-will, and when I had got the boat pretty near

the shore, they naight possibly have pushed it

out again. But I knew that if I engaged them

to help me, they would be as much interested in

getting back the vessel as I."

"And did you get it back ?" asked Malle-

ville.

" I will tell you," replied Beechnut. " The

boy tied the end of my scarlet thread to the

pebble-stone as carefully as he could, and then

1 unwound a considerable length of the thread

from the sou, and placed it in a little coil upon

the brink of the basin. I then asked one of the

other boys, the largest one in the company,

whether he thought he could toss the stone

gently over the vessel into the water beyond it,

in such a manner that the line should fall across

the deck of it. 'Oh, yes,' he said, 'easily

enough.'
"

" Immediately," continued Beechnut, " sevo

ral of the other boys wanted the privilege of

throwing the stone ; but I told them we would

take turns in doing it, for as the vessel had

floated away so far from the shore, it was net

at all probable, I said, that the operation would

succeed on the first trial. Indeed, I hoped that

it would not, for I wished to give several of the
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boys an opportunity to toss the stone. And in

fact it did not succeed the first time. They

had to try three times. The third time the

stone went into the water a httle way beyond

tlie vessel, and the thread fell down upon the

deck between the two masts. 'Now/ said I,

'gently, boys, gently. Pull slow and very

steadily.'

" The boys began to pull upon the thread,

and they drew the stone up until it came against

the farthest side of the vessel, and then, b}

drawing in very gently and steadily, the vessel

was brouo-ht in slowlv toward the shore. As

soon as it came within reach I took it out, re-

leased the thread and the pebble from it, and

gave it to Adolphe. He seized it eagerly and

ran off as fast as he could ^^o, saying, ' come,

Arielle ! come
!'

" Arielle, however, remained behind to thank

rae and the other boys for getting the vessel, and

while we were talking about it, Adolphe came

slowly back again, with his vessel in his hand.

The boys in reply to Arielle's thanks said, that

she was not under any obligation to them at all.

Getting back the vessel, they said, was good fun,

and they wanted Adolphe to put it into the

water again, and let them push it off, in order to
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give some of the other boys an opportunity to

toss the stone and get it back. But Adolphe

was not wilHng to do this, and he was so afraid

that in some way or other his vessel would get

put into the water again, that he was very im-

patient to go away. He pulled Arielle so hard

by the arm while she was talking with me, that

she began to walk slowly along, and as Arielle

was speaking to me at the time I walked along

with her. Thus we all went on together up the

grand alley, toward the palace of the Tuilleries.

You. can see where we went upon the picture."

" Stop," said Phonny. " Wait till I look and

see."

So saying, Phonny went to the fire-place and

climbed up into a chair before the picture, and

then helped Malleville up and let her stand by

his* side. The representation of the place was

so small upon the picture that the children could

not see very well. Still they could make out

the basin, and the grand alley leading toward

the palace.

'•As we walked along, Arielle said that sue

was very much obliged to me indeed, more to me,

she said, than to all the other boys put together ;

for it was owin^; to me entirely that the boat

was recovered. She said that she lived in a cer-
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tain street not far fi-om the Boulevards, and that

her father was a Hthographic printer, and that

her business was to color the prints when they

were engraved. Slie said also that if I would

go with her to her rooms, she would give nie

one of her pictures, and let me see how she

colored them ; and she asked me if there was

not any thing else that she could do for me.

" I told her that I should like very much in-

deed to see her color her pictures, but that what

I wanted most was sometliing for my father to

do. Sh.e asked me what my father could do,

and what sort of a place he wanted to get. 1

told her as much as I knew about him, and then

she said that they wanted to get a porter at the

house where she lived, and that perhaps he

would like that situation. He would have a

fine opportunity, she said, to make musical-

boxes in the porter's lodge."

"1 don't know what a porter is," said Malle-

ville, " or a porter's lodge."

" There are different kinds of porters," said

Beechnut. " In this country, he is a man who

carries trunks about. But the kind of portei

that Arielle meant was not that. It is a differ-

ent business altogether. The porter that she

meant, has a small room at the entrance of a
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great house to attend to the people that go in

and out. The houses in Paris are very large.

Some of them are 3uilt around an open court,

and have ranges of apartments for a great many

different famihes. There is a great door in the

middle of the front of the house, large enough

sometimes for carriages to drive in. At the en-

trance of these houses there is a little room, or

an office, with a sort of window opening out

into the passage-way, where the porter sits all

the time to keep the door, and see who goes out

and in, and to answer questions about the peo-

ple that live there, and take letters for them,

and let them in at night after the doors have

been locked, and to do all such things."

" I don't see how he can do all those things,"

said Phonny, " and stay all the time in his own

little room."

" Why, which of those things is there," asked

Beechnut, " that he could not do in his room ?*'

" He could not open the door," replied Phon-

ny, " and let people in."

"As to that," rephed Beechnut, "the front

door is always left open all day, so that people

can come in themseh^es."

'•' Then what prevents the thieves and ro[>-

bers from aettincf m ?"' asked Phonny.
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" The porter himself," replied Beechnut,

" who sits in his little office where he can see

every body that goes in and out. Thus, you

see, that in the day-time there is no going to

the door to let people in. If the persons that

come belong to the house, they come directly

in, and passing by the porter's lodge, they go

directly to their own apartments. If they are

strangers or visitors, they come in too, as far as

to the porter's lodge, and there stop and tell

what they want."

"But then," continued Beechnut, "at night,

after the house is locked up, if any body comes,

the porter has to open the door and let them in,

thoufTh he does this without 2!oino; out of his

own room."

" How does he do it ?" asked Phonny.

" There is a cord," answered Beechnut,

•'that hangs near his window, v^hich is con

nected with wires along the walls, and the lasi

wire is fastened to the night-latch, so that by

pulling the cord the door is unfastened, and the

person let in. I have got up and pulled the

cord for my father in the night a great many

times."

"And did your father get the porter's place

at that house ?" asked Phonny.
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" Yes," replied Beechnut. " I went home and

told him what Arielle had said, and he went

directly to the house and applied for the place.

\ went with him. My father showed the pro-

prietor his recommendations, and the propri-

etor engaged him. We lived in that porter's

lodge two or three years."

"And did Arielle live in that same house?"

asked Malleville.

"Yes," said Beechnut. "She had a room

very high up indeed, but it was very pleasant

when we once got there. Her room was very

neatly arranged, and she used to sit at a ta-

ble by a window all the morning, coloring

pictures for the print-sellers in the Boulevards.

She colored them beautifully. When she hid

no pictures to color, she used to draw pictures

on stone for her father to print. It was she

who first taught me to draw, and, at last, when

I came away, she gave me that picture of

Paris. My father made my musical box too in

the porter's lodge, at his leisure time. It was

the last musical box that he ever made."

Here there was a long pause. Beechnut

was thinking of his father, and of the happy

times he used to have in going up to see Arielle

in her room, and in sittinfj with his father iu the
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porter's lodge, and seeing the people that were

incessantly conning and going. Phonny and

Malleville were thinking of the story that they

had heard.

Beechnut, after remaining silent for a short

time, took the board, with all his cuttings upon

it, and put it away at the foot of the bed. He
then laid his head down upon the pillow, telling

the children that some other day he would

tell them more, but that now they might go

away.

'•'Well, come, Malleville," said Phonny.

So they got down out of the easy chair, and

went away.
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Chapter V.

Preparing for a Ridi:.

Beechnut was so patient and submissive

(luring his confinement to his room on account

of his wound, and obeyed so implicitly all the

orders and directions both of the physician and

the nurse, that he recovered very rapidly. At

last, he advanced so far that he could sit up in

the easy-chair, with his foot upon a cushioned

stool before him. Here he amused himself one

afternoon in making a pair of crutches, and the

next day he walked upon his crutches all about

the room. Phonny was so much pleased with

this operation, that he said he wished that

Beechnut would make him a pair of crutches.

Those which Beechnut had made for himself

were too long for Phonny, though he tried a

long time to walk upon them.

" Won't you make me some crutches ?"

dsKed Phonny.

" Yes," said Beechnut, " the first time that

you get hurt, so that you can not walk upoa

your legs."
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" No," said Phonny, " I want them now. Or

stay, I'll hurt myself now, and then T must

have them."

So saying, he tumbled down upon the flf)or,

and pretended to have sprained his ankle dread-

fully; and then he went limping about the

room, moaning piteously, and making the most

ludicrous contortions, both of face and figure,

greatly to Malleville's amusement.

" I can't make you any crutches," said

Beechnut, "but I will make you a pair of stilts

some time, if you will go and get leave for me
to take a ride."

" Who shall I get to give you the leave ?"

asked Phonny.

" Any body," replied Beechnut, " who has

authority to give it. Your mother, or the doc-

tor, or the nurse."

" The nurse has gone home," said Phonny.

*' P'll go and ask mother."

Phonny went out, and it was more than an

hour before he returned. He came at last

running into the room, and calling out in great

glee that he had got permission. He had gone

to his mother first, and she had said that she

could not take the responsibility of giving

Beechnut leave to ride, but that Phonny must
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go to the doctor. So Phonny immediately set

oft' to find the doctor, who lived about half a

mile from Mrs. Henry's. Phonny found inn at

home, very fortunately, and after hearing Phon

ny's request, he said that on the whole h(

thought it would be safe for Beechnut to take

a ride, if he would put his foot upon a good

pile of cushions, and not drive fast3r than a

walk.

" But then there is one difficulty," said Phon-

ny, " there is nobody to harness the horse."

" Where are the men ?" asked Beechnut.

"They have both goiie off' into the woods,"

said Phonny. " But I can go and find them,

and get one of them to come home."

" No," said Beechnut. " You and I can har

ness the horse. That is, we could, if it wer(b

not for one difficulty."

" What is that ?" asked Phonny.

"You will not be willing to follow my direc

lions," said Beechnut.

" Yes, I will," replied Phonny. " I will bl

low them exactly."

" Very well," said Beechnut, " we will try it.

In the first place, then, you and Malleville may

go down and sec if you can open the wagon-

house doors, and if you can, then try to run the
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wagon out. You must take hold of the shafts,

and Malleville must push behind. In this way

get the wagon along as far as you can toward

the back door."

Phonny and Malleville succeeded in perform-

ing this part of the operation very well. They

got the doors open and backed the wagon out,

and then they succeeded, though not without a

great deal of tugging and pushing, in getting it

along near to the back door. Phonny then

came up into Beechnut's room again for further

orders.

"Now," said Beechnut, "which will be the

best horse for us to take ?"

" The Marshall," said Phonny.

" Well," said Beechnut, " you may take the

Marshall. Go to his stall, and unfasten him and

lead him out. You need not trouble yourself

about keeping out of the way of his fore-feet,

for all you have got to do if he treads on you is

to tickle him a little under his shoulder, and he

will take his foot off."

Beechnut said this with so grave an air that

Phonny thought he was in earnest, go he replied

soberly,

" Yes, and in the mean time I should be dread-

fully hurt."
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"Never mind that," said Beechnut. "You

could tickle yourself then, perhaps, and that

would relieve the pain."

"No," said Phonny, positively. " I shall not

do any such thing."

" Just as you please," said Beechnut. " If

you think it is best not to get trod upon at all,

[ have no objection. When you have got the

Marshall out of the yard, lead him into the car-

riage-house and fasten him by the halter to one

of the pins= Then see if you can put the har-

ness upon his back. You may arrange the har-

ness if you can, properly upon his back, but do

not attempt to put the crupper on. I will at-

tend to that when you bring the horse to the

door. Do you think that you can put the col-

lar on ?"

" Yes," said Phonny, " easily enough."

" Well," said Beechnut, " if you can, you

may^ and then lead the horse to the door and

fasten him at the post. When you have done

that, come and tell me."

So Phonny w^ent away to execute his com-

mission. He found no difficulty in untying the

Marshall, and leading him out of the stable. Of

course after what Beechnut had said, he took

special care not to stand in the way of the Mar-
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shall's feet. He led the horse into the carrianje-^

house, and fastened him to one of the great

wooden pins driven into the beams to hang the

harnesses upon. Then he took down the wagon-

harness and put it upon the horse's back. He
got it on first wrong side before, and in chang-

ing it he got it twisted. It took him somo time

to get it right. He, however, succeeded at last,

and then he put the collar on. Malleville stood

by all the time looking on. He also succeeded

in putting on the bridle, the horse aiding him in

the operation by holding down his head and

opening his mouth for the bits.

" 1 have a great mind to put the crupper on,"

said Phonny, " and then it will be all done."

" No," said Malleville. '• Beechnut said that

you must not try to put the crupper on."

" That," said Phonny, "was only because he

supposed that I could not do it. But I can

:

and he will be very glad to find that it is done.

1 can do it as v,'ell as not by standing up upon

this bench."

The bench which Phonny referred to was one

which was standing in the carriage-house neai

one corner, and Phonny, after bringing it out

into the midJle of the floor, led the horse up to

the side of it, in such a position, that he thought

G
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when standing upon the bench he could put the

crupper on. When he had brought up tiie

horse into the right position, he asked Malleville

1o hold him by the halter, while he got up upon

the bench. The horse's head was turned away

from the door.

Malleville could hold the Marshall's head

very easily by his halter, but, unfortunately, she

could not hold his body, and the horse, perhaps

suspecting what Phonny was going to do.

stepped round a little to one side, while Phonnv

was getting up upon the bench, so as to move

away just far enough from the bench to prevent

Phonny from reaching him.

" There !" said Phonny, " now he has moved

away. What did he do that for ?"

So Phonny got down from the bench again,

and turning the horse entirely round, he brought

him up to the bench again, nearer than before.

*' There," said he, " keep him exactly so, Mai-

leville."

Malleville took the bridle and held it as neai ly

as possible in the exact position in which Phon-

ny put it into her hand. She found, however,

that holding the bridle was not holding the

horse, for just as Phonny stepped up upon the

Dcnch again, to make a new attempt to put on
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the crupper, the horse stepped away as before.

It was only a very little that he moved—very

little indeed ; but it was enough effectually to

[irevent Phonny from reaching him.

" There !" said Phonny, a little impatiently.

*' Now you have let him move away."

" Why, I could not help it," said Malleville.

" I held him exactly as you told me."

'• Then I wish you would go round by his side,"

said Phonny, "and push him back into his place."

On. hearing this direction, Malleville dropped

the bridle and went along toward the Marshall's

side, intending to push him back toward the

bench again, according to Phonny's suggestion.

But the horse, finding himself at liberty, and

seeing the door of the carriage-house open be-

fore him,—for in turning him round to bring

him up to the bench the second time, Phonny

had given him a position with his head toward

the door—quietly walked off out into the yard.

He went first to the well to see if there was any

water in the tub where he usually drank, but

jinding that there was not any, he moved away

to one side where the grass was very green and

l;eautiful, and began to crop and eat it; though

the bits, which were in his mouth, were very

much In his way.
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Plionny's vain attempt to catch the horse.

Phonny, after uttering some exclamations of

disappointment and chagrin, followed the horse

and attempted to catch him. But he conld not

do it. Whenever he got near to him, the Mar-

sliall would shake his head and walk away.

" Oh, dear me !" said Phonny. " Now what

shall I do? He won't be caught."

"You must go and tell Beechnut," said Malle-

ville.

" No," said Phonny, " that will not do any

good. Beechnut can not catch him,—with noth-

ing but one foot and his crutches."
.

The truth was, Phonny was ashamed to go to

Beechnut and tell him of the difficulty, since he

had got into it by disobeying his instructions.

He made, accordingly, several more attempts

to catch the horse, but in vain. He began to

be in great perplexity, and his distress was final-

ly much increased by hearing the thumping of

he crutches upon the stairs, which warned him

.hat Beechnut was coming down.

To Phonny's great relief, Beechnut did not

ficem at all surprised to see the horse astray,

when he appeared at the door. On the con-

trary, he sat down upon the step quite at

his ease, and laid the crutches dow-n by his

side.
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Boechnut appears. He sends for ?uU.

" Phonny !'' said Beechnut, at length. Avhen he

was comfortably seated.

" What ?" said Piionny.

"Come here," said Beechnut.

So Phoiiny came.

" Go into the house and bring me out a hand-

i\\\ of coarse salt," said Beechnut.

" Yes," said Phonny, " I wilL" And so say-

uig, he ran off eagerly into the house, very

glad to escape from the presence of Beechnut,

without having incurred his displeasure. He
expected that Beechnut would have appeared

displeased, but he did not. Beechnut looked

and spoke as placidly as usual, just as if noth-

ing had happened.

In a few minutes Phonny returned with the

salt.

Beechnut took the salt in his hand, and then

creeping down to the lowermost step of the

door, which was formed of a great ilat stone,

he held it out toward the horse.

" Now," said he to Phonny, " do you anc

Malleville go and drive the Marshall up this

way. Drive him very gently."

So Phonny and Malleville, each taking up a

little stick from the ground, went round to tho

farther side of the Marshall, and began driv
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Ijccchnut forms a plan for catcliing the horse.

ing liim toward Beechnut. The horse moved

slowly along, cropping the grass hy the way,

until he came near to the door, Beechnut call-

ing him all the time by his name.

catcii!:jc. tiii: uov.s-z.

As soon as the horse saw the salt in Beech-

nut's hand, he advanced at once toward it.

Beechnut poured it out upon the stone, and the

horse immediately began to lap it up with his

tongue.

" Now !" said Phonny, " catch hold of the

bridle. Beechnut
;

quicic !"
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Tlie horse is taken. Beechnut's bargain with him.

•' There's no liaste," said Beechnut. " Let

rrlm finish eating his salt."

The horse, after lapping up all the salt from

the stone until the spot where it had been laid

was perfectly clean, looked up at Beechnut foi

more.

Beechnut quietly put forth his hand and took

h^ld of the Marshall's bridle.

" This is not cheating you, old fellow," said

Beechnut, looking the horse in the face. " J

would not cheat such an honest old soldier as

you are for the world. It is a bargain that I

make with you. I give you an ounce and a half

of salt, and you allow yourself to be caught

peaceably, so as to go and take me to ride. It

is a regular bargain ; and if you are not en-

tirely satisfied with the consideration, I will

give you another ounce and a half of salt when

we come back."

The Marshall said nothing, but turned his

iiead round very deliberately and looked at the

wagon.

" Yes," said Beechnut, " we are going to take

the w^agon, I know, and Phonny and Malleville

in it, besides myself: and that, I admit, miakes

rather a heavy load. But then we are going to

ie* you walk all the way. The doctor says
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They harness the horse into the wagon.

that we must not go faster than a walk. Think

of that. You are going to walk all the way,

^vhether it is up hill, down hill, or level. Think

of that."

The horse turned his head round again and

looked toward Beechnut.

" He agrees to it," said Beechnut. " So

come, Phonny, and lead him to the wagon."

Malleville then, at Beechnut's direction, lifted

the shafts of the wagon and held them up, while

Phonny backed the horse in between them.

Phonny then took hold of the leather loops

which hung down from the saddle on each side,

and passed them over the ends of the shafts,

doing this first on one side of the horse, and

then p'oinoj round and doins^ it on the other.

The shafts were thus held up.

"Now, Phonny," said Beechnut, "3^ou may

see if you can put on the crupper. The shafts

will keep the horse still in his place. You can

get a chair in the kitchen to stand upon."

Phonny went into the kitchen and got a chair,

and though he found the operation a veiy diflu

cult one, he succeeded in putting on the crup-

per- Then slipping the harness-saddle for-

ward into its place, he buckled the girth, and

proceeded to complete the harnessing.
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Phonny is accused of disobedience. He pleads guilty,

"1 suppose," said Beechnut, while Phonny

was engaged in these operations, "that the way

in which the Marshall got away from you in

the carriage-house was, that you were trying to

crupper him.'

" Yes," said Phonny, looking a little ashamed.

" But ho ^ did you know ?"

*' Why, I supposed that you would try to

crupper him, of course. You know I told you

that you would not obey the directions. That

is the nature of boys. They feel so self-suffi-

cient and so self-confident, and are so eager to

show what they can do, that they always spoil

all by undertaking too much."

Phonny went on buckling the ,-^aps, but did

not answer.

" One day," continued Beechnut, " I set a

boy at work wheeling wood, and I charged him

very particularly to load light, so that he could

run his loads along safely and easily. Instead

of that, he piled up his very first load so high

that he could not wheel it at all, or even steady

it. He had not taken three steps before the load

upset and broke the wheel-barrow."

The boy that Beechnut referred to in this

illustration was Phonny himself

"Another time," continued Beechnut, "I
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Beechnut s stories. Folly. Mallevilie puzzled.

gave a boy some work to do in cleaning away

the stones from a path. Tliere were a great

many small stones lying loosely upon the

ground, \^hich he might easily have handled.

But instead of taking those, he selected one

which was firmly embedded in the ground, so

as to show a small part of it above the surface

of the path, and went into the barn and

brought out a crow-bar to pry it up with.

After trying for some time in vain, he threw

down the bar, and came in and told me that

the stones in the path were so heavy that he

could not lift them."

This was Phonny too.

Mallevilie laughed very heartily at this story^

not knowing that Phonny himself was the per-

son that Beechnut referred to.

"Who was the boy, Beechnut?" said she.

" What was his name ?"

"His name?" rejoined Beechnut. "His

name, I think, ought to have been Folly, but 1

believe it was in fact spelled with a double n

instead of a double /.

Mallevilie could not understand what Beech-

nut meant by that, and while she was perplex-

ing herself in vain to comprehend it. Beechnut

asked her to go 'nto the house and get two sofa
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cushions. Phonny had by this time finished

the harnessing, and Beechnut then sent him

into the barn to get a large armful of hay.

When the hay was brought, Phonny and Beech-

nut took the seat out of the wagon, and put the

hay in its place, covering the bottom of the

wagon with it entirely. Phonny then got the

great bear-skin and spread it down over the

liay, and the sofa cushions w^hich Malleville had

brought out in the mean time, were also put in.

Beechnut then climbed into the wagon from be-

hind, and placing the sofa cushions one upon

the other in the back part of the wagon upon

the bear-skin, he lay down at full length, with

his head and shoulders upon the cushions.

Phonny and Malleville then climbed in and

took seats upon the bear-skin, one on each side

of Beechnut.

'•'You must drive, Phonny," said Beechnut.

So Plionny took the reins, and chirruping to

the horse, as a signal that he was to go on, he

guided him out through the great gate, and

turned him down the road.

" Stop one moment," said Beechnut.

So Phonny reined in the horse, and asked

what was the matter.

"Don't you think," said Beechnut, " that you
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Conversation. Phonny to be punished.

would enjoy your ride more if you were first to

be punished for disobeying me, in harnessing

the horse ?"

" I don't know," said Phonny, thoughtfully.

" I think you would," said Beechnut. " When
you are once punished, it will be all over and

settled."

"Well," said Phonny, "what shall the pun-

ishment be ?"

" How would it do," rejoined Beechnut, "for

you to get out and walk, say for a quarter of a

mile ?"

" Then who shall drive ?" asked Phonny.

" Malleville," replied Beechnut.

" Yes," said Malleville, " that will be a good

punishment."

" Or," continued Beechnut, "you might re-

main in the wagon and not be allowed to drive

at all for the whole ride. Let Malleville drive

all the way."

" Yes," said Malleville. '"I like that."

" There is one objection to both these punisn-

ments," added Beechnut, "and that is, that

there is no disgrace in them. There ought to

be some disgrace in a punishment. How would

it do for me to tie your hands behind you and

then tumble you in the back part of the wagon,
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Various punishments proposed. Tho decision.

for a culprit ; and let you lie there lor a quarter

of a mile, instead of walking."

Phonny was much amused at this proposal,

and said that he should like such a punishment

very well.

" Or else/' continued Beechnut, " make you

mount upon the horse, with your face toward

his tail, and ride in that way for a quarter of a

mile. I have heard that that is a kind of pun-

ishment that is adopted in some countries, in

the case of verv great offenders."

" Yes," said Phonny, clapping his hands, " 1

should like that best of all."

" 1 think that will be best," said Beechnut.

" It is particularly appropriate on this account,

that while in that position, you will have the

crupper directly before you, in full view, as a

perpetual memorial of j^our offence."

It was thus finally determined that riding

backward should be Phonny's punishment. He,

accordingly, passed the reins into Malleville's

hands, and then climbing up upon the horse by

means of the shafts, he took his seat as well as

he could upon the top of the harness, with his

back to the horse's head. Both he himself and

Malleviile were greatly amused during the ope-

ration. His seat' was very uncomfortable, but
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Phonny submits to his punishment with good humor.

Beechnut said that that made it all the better

for punishment. There was some difficulty for

a time, in respect to the reins, but Phonny final-

ly placed them one on each side of him, as he

sat upon the horse, and then made a ring with

his thumb and finger on each side to pass them

through.

After riding so for about a quarter of a mile,

Beechnut told him that his punishment was

over, and allowed him to get into the wagon

again.

The whole party then rode on together, the

horse walking slowly along, quite at his ease,

and wondering what new notion Beechnut had

taken, v.hich led him to drive so slow.
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The children call for a story. Subject proposed.

Chatter VI.

Embellishment.

When Phonny and Malleville found them-

selves riding quietly along in the wagon in

Beechnut's company, the first thought which

occurred to them, after the interest and excite-

ment awakened by the setting out had passed in

some measure away was, that they would ask

him to tell them a story. This was a request

which they almost always made in similar cir-

cumstances. In all their rides and rambles,

Beechnut's stories were an unfailing resource,

furnishing them with an inexhaustible fund, of

amusement sometimes, and sometimes of in-

struction.

" Well," said Beechnut, in answer to their

request, "' I will tell you now about my voyage

across the Atlantic ocean."

"Yes," exclaimed Malleville, "I should like

to hear about that very much indeed."

"Shall I tell the story to you just as it was.'
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Einbellishment. Phonny's wish.

asked Beechnut,—" as a sober matter of fact ?

or shall I embellish it a little ?"

"I don't know what you mean by embellish-

ing it?" said Malleville.

" Why, not telling exactly what is true," said

Beechnut, " but inventing something to add to

it, to make it interesting."

*' I want to have it true," said Malleville,

" and interesting too."

"But sometimes," replied Beechnut, " inter-

esting things don't happen ; and in such cases,

if we should only relate what actually does

happen, the story would be likely to be dull."

*' I think you had better embellish the story

a little," said Phonny. "Just a little, you

know."

" I don't think I can do that very well," re-

plied Beechnut. " If I attempt to relate the

actual facts, I depend simply on my memory,

and I can confine myself to what my memory

teaches ; but if I undertake to follow my in-

vention, I must go wherever it leads me."

"Well," said Phonny, "I think you had bet-

ter embellish the story at any rate ; for I want

.t to be interesting."

" So do I," said Malleville.

"Then," said Beechnut, "I will give you an
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Beechnurs account of his early life in Paris.

embellished accouDt of my voyage across the

Atlantic.

"But, in the first place, I must tell you how

it happened that my father decided to leave

Paris and come to America. It was mainly on

my account. My father w^as well enough con-

tented with his situation, so far as he himself

was concerned, and he was able to save a large

part of his salary, so as to lay up a considerable

sum of money every year. But he was anx-

ious about me.

" There seemed to be nothing," continued

Beechnut, " for me to do, and nothing desirable

for me to look forward to, when I should be

come a man."

" Why could not you color pictures," asked

Phonny, " like Arielle ?"

"I did learn to color pictures," replied

Beechnut, " and I might, I suppose, after a time,

have got good employment in doing that. But

my father thought that it was not very healthy

work, to be confined in a sitting posture so

long. Then, besides, if I should begin life by

coloring pictures, I should have to go on color-

ing pictures all my days. Every thing is so

exactly regulated in that country, that there is

very little opportunity to rise in the world

TI
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Reasoning of Beechnut's father about coming to America.

there. Almost every body must go on to the

end of his life just as he begins it.

"My father thought, therefore, that though

it would perhaps be better for liim to remain in

France, it would probably be better for me, if

he should come to America, where he said peo-

ple might rise in the world according to their

talents, thrift, and industry. He was sure, he

said, that I should rise, for, you must under-

stand, he considered me an extraordinary boy."

'' Well," said Phonny, " / think you are an

extraordinary boy."

" Yes, but my father thought," rejoined

Beechnut, " that I was something very extraor-

dinary indeed. He thought I was a genius."

" So do I," said Phonny.

" He used to tell Arielle and her father so,"

continued Beechnut, " and he said he thought it

would in the end be a great deal better for him

to come to America, where I might become a

man of some consequence in the world; and

he said that he should enjoy his own old age a

great deal better, even in a strange land, if he

could see me going on prosperously in life, than

to remain all his days in that porter's lodge,

while I was coloring pictures in the attic.

" And yet we used to have very pleasant
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Suppers in the porter's lodge. Aiielle. The grapes.

times in the porter's lodge. We had a great

many good suppers there together,—Arielle

and her father and brother, and my father and

I, Sometimes they would come down and

have supper with us, and at other times we

would go and sup with them. We used to call

these entertainments dinners, though they were

in the evening. People do not dine in Paris

till the day is over. After the dinner or sup-

per, whichever it was, our fathers would sit

and talk, drinking coffee, and we children would

play. Arielle would help us draw pictures

and make boats. What fine grapes we used to

have to eat in those days

!

" However, notwithstanding that it was so

pleasant there, father thought that it would be

best for him and me to come to America ; and

Arielle's father said, that if, after we reached

this country, we sent back a favorable report,

he would come too, and bring Arielle and

Adolphe."

" That would be good," said Phonny.

'* But I am forgetting," said Beechnut. " I

promised to embellish the story, and I am only

telling you the plain and sober matters of fact."

" But it is interesting," said Malleville. " 1

like to hear about Arielle and the pictures,"
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The picture of Paris. The b4ton. The chert.

" \ es," said Beechnut, " Arielle was a very

excellent girl. I liked her very much indeed.

She took a great deal of pains to color that pic-

ture of Paris for me, and after it was ready, bhe

rolled it up very carefully upon a round stick

—

or baton, as she called it,—and then packed it

safely in my chest. I had a chest to carry my
things in, and my father had two chests, one for

his tools and instruments, and the other for his

clothes and other articles. He had, besides, a

common-sized trunk for such things as he and I

would want in the course of the voyage. All

the money that he had saved he got changed

into gold, at an office in the Boulevards : but

then he was very much perplexed to decide how

it was best to carry it."

"Why did not he pack it up in his chest V
asked Phonny.

" He was afraid," replied Beechnut, " that his

chest might be broken open, or unlocked by false

keys, on the voyage, and that the money might

be thus stolen away. So he thought that lie

would try to hide it somewhere, in some small

thing that he could keep with him all the voy-

age."

" Could not he keep his chest with him all

the voyage ?" asked Phonny.
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Beechnut's curious plan.

" No,'* said Beechnut. " The chests and all

large parcels of baggage, belonging to the pas-

sengers, must be sent down into the hold of the

ship out of the way. It is only a very little

baggage that the people are allowed to keep

with them between the decks. My father wished

very much to keep his gold with him, and yet he

was afraid to keep it in a bag, or in any other

similar package, in his little trunk, for then

whoever saw it would know that it was gold,

and so, perhaps, form some plan to rob him of it.

"While we were considering what plan it

would be best to adopt for the gold, Arielle

proposed to hide it in my top. I had a very

large top which my father had made for me. It

was painted yellow outside, with four stripes of

bright blue passing down over it from the

stem to the point. When the top was in mo-

tion, both the yellow ground and the blue stripes

entirely disappeared, and the top appeared to be

of a uniform green color. Then when it came

to its rest again, the original colors would re-

appear."

"How curious!" said Malleville. "Why
would it do so ?"

" Why, when it was revolving,'' said Beech-

nut, " the yellow and the blue were blended to*
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Arielle's plan. The curious clock.

gether in the eye, and that made green. Yellow

and blue always make green Arielle colored my
top, after my father had made it, jmd then my
father varnished it, over the colors, and that

fixed them.

" This top of mine was a monstrous large

one, and being hollow, Arielle thought that the

gold could all be put inside. She said she

thought that that would be a very safe hiding-

place too, since nobody would think of looking

into a top for gold. But my father said that he

thought that the space would not be quite large

enough, and then if any body should happen to

see the top, and should touch it, the weight of

it would immediately reveal the secret.

" At last my father thought of a plan which

he believed would answer the purpose very per-

fectly. Vv^e had a very curious old clock. It

was made by my grandfather, who was a clock-

maker in Geneva. There was a little door in

the face of the clock, and whenever the time

came for striking the hours, this door would

open, and a little platform would come out witk

a tree upon it. There was a beautiful little

bird upon the tree, and when the clock had

done striking, the bird would flap its wings and

sing. Then the platform would slide back into
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Mechanism of the clock. The weights.

its place, the door would shut, and the clock go

on ticking quietly for another hour.

" This clock was made to go," continued

Beechnut, " as all other clocks are, by two heavy

weights, which were hung to the wheel-work by

strong cords. The cords were wound round

some of the wheels, and as they slowly descended

by their weight, they made the wheels go round.

There was a contrivance inside the clock to make

the wheels go slowly and regularly, and not spin

round too fast, as they would have done if the

weights had been left to themselves. This is

the way that clocks are always made.

"Now, my father," continued Beechnut,

"had intended to take this old family clock

with him to America, and he now conceived

the idea of hiding his treasure in the weights.

The weights were formed of two round tin can-

isters filled with something very heavy. My
father said he did not know whether it was shot

or sand. He unsoldered the bottom from these

canisters, and found that the filling was shot.

He poured out the shot, put his gold pieces in,

in place of it, and then filled up all the intersti-

ces between and around the gold pieces, with

sand, to prevent the money from jingling. Then

he soldered the bottom of the canisters on again.
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and no one would have known that the weights

were any thing more than ordinary clock weights.

He then packed the clock in a box and put the box

in his trunk. It did not take up a great deal of

r:om, for he did not take the case of the clock,

but only the face and the works, and the two

weights, which last he packed carefully and se-

curely in the box, one on each side of the clock

itself.

" When we got to Havre, all our baggage waa

examined at the custom-house, and the officer?

allowed it all to pass. When they came to the

clock, my father showed them the little door

and the bird inside, and they said that it was

very curious. They did not pay any attention

to the weights at all.

" When w^e went on board of the vessel, our

chests were put by the side of an immense heap

of baggage, upon the deck, where some seamen

were at work lowering it down into the hold,

through a square opening in the deck of the ship.

As for the trunk, my father took that with him

to the place where he was going to be, himself,

during the voyage. This place was called tlie

steerage. It was crowded full of men, women,

and children, all going to America. Some

talked French, som.e German, some Dutch, and
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The great iceberg. The rainbow.

there were ever so many babies that were too

little to talk at all. Pretty soon the vessel

sailed.

" We did not meet with any thing remarka-

h\e on the voyage, except that once we saw an

iceberg."

" What is that ?" asked Malleville.

"It is a great mountain of ice," replied

Beechnut, "floating about in the sea on the

top of the water. I don't know how it comes

to be there."

" I should not think it would float upon the

top of the water," said Phonny. "All the

Ice that I ever saw in the water, sinks into

it."

" It does not sink to the bottom," said Malle-

ville.

" No," replied Phonny ;
" but it sinks down

until the top of the ice is just level with the

water. But Beechnut says that his iceberg

rose up like a mountain."

" Yes," said Beechnut, " it was several hun-

dred feet high above the water, all glittering in

the sun. And I think that if you look at any

small piece of ice floating in the water, you

will see that a small part of it rises above the

surface."
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The thunder-cloud. The spouting wh&lfl.

" Yes," said Phonny, " a very little."

"It is a certain proportion of the whole

mass," rejoined Beechnut. " They told us on

board our vessel that about one tenth part of

the iceberg was above the water, the rest, that

is, nine tenths, wt»s under it. So you see what

an enormous big piece of ice it must have

been, to have only one tenth part of it tower

up so high.

" There was one thing very curious and

beautiful about our iceberg," said Beechnut.

" We came in sight of it one day about sunset,

just after a shower. The cloud, which was

very large and black, had passed off into the

west, and there was a splendid rainbow upon

it. It happened, too, that when we were

nearest to the iceberg, it lay toward the west,

and, of course, toward the cloud, and it ap-

peared directly under the rainbow, and the ice-

berg and the rainbow made a most magnificent

spectacle. The iceberg, which was very

bright and dazzling in the evening sun, looked

like an enormous diamond, with the rainbow

for the setting."

" How curious," said Phonny.

"Yes," said Beechnut, "and to make it more

remarkable stUl, a whale just then came along
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Beautiful spectacle. The storm. Passengers on deck«

directly before the iceberg, and spouted there

two or three times ; and as the sun shone very

brilliantly upon the jet of water which the

whale threw into the air, it made a sort of

silver rainbow below, in the center of the

picture."

" How beautiful it must have been !" said

Phonny. •
-

" Yes," rejoined Beechnut, " very beautiful

indeed. We saw a great many beautiful spec-

tacles on the sea ; but then, on the other hand,

we saw some that were dreadful."

'' Did you ?" asked Phonny. " What ?"

" Why, we had a terrible storm and ship-

wreck at the end," said Beechnut. " For three

days and three nights the wind blew almost a

hurricane. They took in all the sails, and let

the ship drive before the gale under bare poles.

She went on over the seas for five hundred

miles, howling all the way like a frightened dog."

" Were you frightened ?" asked Phonny.

''Yes," said Beechnut. "When the storm

first came on, several of the passengers came

up the hatchways, and got upon the deck to see

it ; and then we could not get down again, for

the ship gave a sudden pitch just after we came

up, and knocked away the step-ladder. We
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were terribly frightened. The seas were break-

ing over the forecastle and sweeping along the

decks, and the shouts and outcries of the cap-

tain and the sailors made a dreadful din. At

last, they put the step-ladder in its place again,

and we got down. Then they put the hatches

on, and we could not come out any more."

"The hatches," said Phonny, "what aie

they ?'

'* The hatches," replied Beechnut, " are a sort

of scuttle-doors that cover over the square

openings in the deck of a ship. They always

have to put them on and fasten them down in

a great storm."

Just at this time the party happened to ar-

rive at a place where two roads met, and as

there was a broad and level space of ground

at the junction, where it would be easy to turn

the wagon, Beechnut said that he thought it

would be better to make that the end of their

ride, and so turn round and go home. Phonny

and Malleville were quite desirous of going a

little farther, but Beechnut thought that he

should be tired by the time he reached the

house again.

" But you will not have time to finish the

story," said Phonny.
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*' Yes," replied Beechnut, " there is very ht-

tie more to tell. It is only to give an accounl

of our shipwreck."

" Why ! did you have a shipwreck ?" ex-

claimed Phonny.

" Yes," said Beechnut. " When you have

turned the wagon, I will tell you about it."

So Phonny, taking a great sweep, turned

the wagon round, and the party set their faces

toward home. The Marshall was immedi-

ately going to set out upon a trot, but Phonny

held him back by pulling upon the reins, and

saying,

" Steady, Marshall ! steady ! You have got

to walk all the way home."

" The storm drove us upon the Nova Scotia

coast," said Beechnut, resuming his story.

" W^e did not know any thing about the great

danger that we were in, until just before the

ship went ashore. When we got near the

shore, the sailors put down all the anchors, but

they would not hold, and, at length, the ship

struck. Then there followed a dreadful scene

of consternation and confusion. Some jumped

into the sea in their terror, and were drowned.

Some cried and screamed, and acted as if they

were insane vSome were calm, and behaved
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rationally. The sailors opened the hatches and

let the passengers come up, and we got into the

most sheltered places that we could find about

the decks and rigging, and tied ourselves to

whatever was nearest at hand. My father

opened his trunk and took out his two clock

weights, and gave me one of them. The otlier

he kept himself. He told me that we might as

well try to save them, though he did not sup-

pose that we should be able to do so.

" Pretty soon after we struck, the storm

seemed to abate a little. The people of the

country came down to the shore and stood upon

the rocks, to see if they could do any thing to

save us. We were very near the shore, but the

breakers and the boiling surf were so violent

between us and the land, that whoever took to

the water was sure to be dashed in pieces. So

every body clung to the ship, waiting for the

captain to contrive some way to get us to the

shore/'

'•And what did he do?" asked Phonny.

" He first got a long line and a cask, and he

fastened the end of the long line to the cask, and

then threw the cask overboard. The other end

of the line was kept on board the ship. The cask

was tossed about upon the waves, c^'ery sue-
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cessive surge driving it in nearer and nearer to

the shore, until at last it was thrown up high

upon the rocks. The men upon the shore ran

to seize it, but before they could get hold of it,

the receding wave carried it back again among

the breakers, where it was tossed about as if it

had been a feather, and overwhelmed with the

spray. Presently away it went again up upon

the shore, and the men again attempted to seize

it. This was repeated two or three times. At

last they succeeded in grasping hold of it, and

they ran up with it upon the rocks, out of the

reach of the seas.

" The captain then made signs to the men to

pull the line in toward the shore. He was

obliged to use signs, because the roaring and

thundering of the seas made such a noise, that

nothing could be heard. The sailors had before

this, under the captain's direction, fastened a

much stronger line, a small cable in fact, to the

end of the line which had been attached to the

barrel. Thus, by pulling upon the smaller line,

the men drew one end of the cable to the shore.

Tne other end remained on board the ship,

while the middle of it lay tossing among the

breakers between the ship and the shore.

*' The seamen then carried that part of thf?
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cable which was on ship-board up to the mast-

head, while the men on shore made their end

fast to a very strong post which they set in the

ground. The seamen drew the cable as tight

as they could, and fastened their end very

strongly to the mast-head. Thus the line of the

cable passed in a gentle slope from the top of

the mast to the land high above all the surges

and spray.

" The captain then rigged what he called a

sling, which was a sort of loop of ropes that a

person could be put into and made to slide

down in it on the cable, to the shore. A great

many of the passengers were afraid to go in this

way, but they were still more afraid to remain

on board the ship."

'" What were they afraid of?" asked Phonny.

*' They were afraid," replied Beechnut, " that

the shocks of the seas would soon break the

ship to pieces, and then they would all be thrown

into the sea together. In this case they would

certainly be destroyed; for if they were no.

drowned, they would be dashed to pieces on the

rocks which lined the shore."

Sliding down the line seemed thus a very

dangerous attempt, but they consented one
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after another, to make the trial, and thus we all

escaped safe to land."

THE v.Ki:c::.

" And did yoa get the clock-weights safe to

the shore ?" asked Phonny.

" Yes," repUed Beechnut, " and as soon as

we landed we hid them in the sand. My father

took me to a little cove close by, where there

was not much surf, as the place was protected

by a rocky point of land which bounaod it upon

one side. Behind this point of land the waves

rolled up quietly upon a sandy beach. Mv
I
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father went down upon the slope of this beach

to a place a little below where the highest waves

came, and began to dig a hole in the sand. He
called me to come and help him. The waves

impeded our work a little, but we persevered

until we had dug a hole about a foot deep. We
put our clock-weights into this hole and covered

them over. We then ran back up upon the

beach. The waves that came up every mo^

ment over the place, soon smoothed the surface

of the sand agrain, and made it look as if noth-

ing had been done there. My father measured

the distance from the place where he had deposi-

ted his treasure, up to a certain great white

rock upon the shore exactly opposite to it, so as

to be able to find the place again, and then we

went back to our company. They were col-

lected on the rocks in little groups, wet and

tired, and in great confusion—but rejoiced at

having escaped with their lives. Some of the

last of the sailors were then coming over in the

sling. The captain himself came last of all.

" There were some huts near the place, on the

shore, where the men built good fires, and we

warmed and dried ourselves. The storm aba-

ted a great deal in a few hours, and the tide

went down, so that w^e could go olT to the ship
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before night to get some provisions. The next

morning the men could work at the ship very

easily, and they brought all the passenger's bag-

gage on shore. My father got his trunk with

the clock in it. A day or two afterward some

sloops came to the place, and took us all away

to carry us to Quebec, Just before we em-

barked on board the sloops, my father and I,

watching a good opportunity, dug up our

weights out of the sand, and put them back

safely in their places in the clock-box."

" Is that the end ?" asked Phonny, wlien

Beechnut paused.

" Yes," replied Beechnut, " I believe I had

better make that the end.".

" I think it is a very interesting story," said

Malleville. " And do you feel very tired ?"

"No," said Beechnut. "On the contrary, I

feel all the better for my ride. I believe I will

sit up a little while." So saying, he raised

himself in the wagon, and sat up, and began to

look about him.

" What a wonderful voyage you had. Beech-

nut," said Phonny. " But I never knew before

ihat you were ship-wrecked.'*

" Well, in point of fact," replied Beechnut,

^ I never was ship-wrecked
"
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" Never was !" exclaimed Phonny. " Why,

what is all this story that you have been telling

us then?"

" Embellishment," said Beechnut, quietly.

" Embellishment !" repeated Phonny, more

ar.d more amazed.

" Yes," said Beechnut.

" Then you were not wrecked at all ?" said

Phonny.

" No," replied Beechnut.

" And how did you get to the land ?" asked

Phonny.

" Why, we sailed quietly up the St. Law-

rence," replied Beechnut, " and landed safely at

Quebec, as other vessels do."

" And the clock-weights ?" asked Phonny.

*' All embellishment," said Beechnut. '•' My
father had no such clock, in point of fact. He

put his money in a bag, his bag in his chest, and

his chest in the hold, and it came as safe as the

captain's sextant."

" And the iceberg and the rainbow ?" said

Malleville.

"Embellishment, all embellishment," said

Beechnut.

'•Dear me!" said Phonny, "I thought it was

all true."
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" Did you ?" said Beechnut. " I am sorry

ihat you were so deceived; and I ann sure it

was not my fault, for I gave you your choice

jf a true story or an invention, and you chose

\he invention."

" Yes," said Phonny, " so we did."

Soon after this the whole party arrived safely

^t home.
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C II A r T E K VII.

Sickness.

There was some debate between Phonny

and Malleville after they got home from

their ride with Beechnut, on the question

whether it was best to have stories embellished

or not. Phonny could not help feeling a little

vexed with himself at having been so com-

pletely deceived in listening to Beechnut's nar-

rative of his voyage, especially after having

been so distinctly warned by Beechnut as to

what the character of the narrative was to be.

Malleville said that she liked embellished stories,

because they were so interesting. Phonny, on

the whole, assented to this opinion, though he

said that it was a great pity that stories could

not be interesting and true too.

Malleville, who was always a very feeble

child in respect to health, was attacked with a

very serious fit of sickness at one time, a month

^r two after Beechnut recovered from his hurt

,
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and what made her case the more serious, the

sickness occurred at a time when her aunt

Henry was away from home. Mr. Henry, her

uncle, was almost always away, being required

to be so by his business. Sometimes he would

come home, and after remaining a few days at

Franconia he would go away again, taking Mrs.

Henry with him, and be gone two or three

weeks. It was during one of these absences

of Mrs. Henry from home that Malleville was

attacked v/ith the sickness.

The disease was the croup, a disease which

is very distressing, and sometimes very danger-

ous. Malleville's attack came on in the night

Beechnut mounted one of the horses, and gal-

loped away a mile to the village to bring the

doctor. Malleville was much worse before the

doctor came. The doctor remained with her,

prescribing for her, and taking care of her, for

four or five hours. He came in a gig, and he

brouQ-ht his medicines with him in a small

leathern case which he always carried with him

iu making his visits. Malleville was very pa-

lient and submissive, and made no difficulty

51 bout taking whatever the doctor prescribed.

Thus, she was mAich sooner relieved of her dis-

tress than she would have been if she had been
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intractable and impatient, and had refused to

take what Dr. Keep considered it necessary to

give her.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry, when they went away,

left Malleville and Phonny under the charge of

the domestics, particularly of a girl named

Hepzibah. Hepzibah was a very strong and

capable girl, and very faithful and trustworthy.

She was, moreover, very fond of Malleville,

and was always very kind to her, whether she

was sick or well. She, however, had never

been sick herself, and she knew nothing about

sickness. She slept in the next room to Malle-

ville, and had been very much alarmed when

Malleville was taken sick. She was in great

trepidation until the doctor came, and she was

very eager and earnest in aiding him in all that

he did, and in bringing immediately all that he

called for. She felt, at last, very happy when

ihe found that Malleville was relieved, and was

likely soon to be decidedly better. In fact, about

tlu'ee o'clock in the morning Malleville breathed

almost as well as ever, and soon after that she

fell into a quiet sleep. The doctor then said he

thought that the difficulty was over, and that

he would go away. He would come again,
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however, lie said, immediately after breakfast,

to see if any thing more was required.

He told Hepzibah, as he went away, that it

was always very painfid to him to see young

children in distress, but that the pain was very

much diminished when the child that was suffer-

ing was so patient, and submissive, and tracta-

ble as Malleville had been. Malleville was

asleep when the doctor said this, but Hepzibah

determined that she would tell her of it as soon

as she aw^oke. She, accordingly, did so, and

Malleville was very much gratified at hear-

ing it.

After breakfast, Dr. Keep called again, ac-

cording to his promise. He found Malleville a

great deal better. The doctor left some drops

in a phial, which he directed that she should

take from time to time during the day, and also

some powders which she must take toward

evening, if she should then appear restless and

feverish. He said, too, that she must be kept

pretty quiet during the day.

Malleville slept most of the forenoon, and at

dinner time she seemed better even than she

had been in the morning. She asked to be al-

lowed to get up and be dressed, and to play with

Phonny. Hepzibah, accordingly, dressed her.
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and Phonny brought his playthings into the

room to play with her. He also, by permission

from Hepzibah, went and invited one of Mal-

leville's playmates, named Sarah, who lived at

not a great distance from Mrs. Henry's, to come

and help him amuse her. Sarah came, and for

two or three hours the children enjoyed them-

selves very much. Malleville was, hovvever,

too weak to bear the excitement and exertion

which the play they were engaged in often led

to; and several times, as she sat with Phonny

and Sarah upon the carpet, she would lay her

head down upon a sofa-cushion which was neai

her, and seem very tired.

At last, she got up from the carpet, and went

to the bed and lay down upon it. Plionnv

and Sarah went on with their playing, speaking

now and then to Malleville to call her attention

to something that they were doing. In such

cases she would raise her head a moment to

look, and then immediately afterward lay it

down again, as if she were very tired.

About four o'clock, Beechnut concluded to go

up to her room and see how she was. He had

been at work in the garden, and as he left the

garden to go up into Malleville's room, he gath'

ered a small bouquet of beautiful flowers to g'\Q
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to her. He went up the stairs to her room and

krocked at the door.

"Come in," said Piionny, in a loud voice.

•* Ah, Beechnut !" said Phonny, as soon as the

door opened, " is it you ? I am glad you have

come, for I want you to see my rail-road train."

Phonny had a row of books upon the carpet,

which he called his rail-road train.

'• This is the baggage-car," continued Phonny,

' and this the locomotive ; choo—choo—choo

—

• choo."

Beechnut paid no attention to Phonny, but

walked directly across the room to Malleville's

bedside.

Malleville's face looked flushed and feverish,

and she was tossing restlessly to and fro. She

did not speak to Beechnut. Beechnut did not

speak to her. He did not even ofler her the

bouquet of flowers, but held it behind him where

she should not see it. In such a state as she

evidently was in, the trouble of taking a bouquei

of flowers, and saying, " 1 thank you," for them.

is sometimes a great burden. Beechnut knew

all about this, for he had often been sick him-

self.

He looked at Malleville a moment, and put

nis hand gently upon her head, and then looked
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round and took a survey of the room. The floor

was covered with the Htter of books and play-

things that Phonny had scattered around, and

with chips and shavings, near the fire-place,

which he had made there in an attempt to fabri-

cate some jack-straws for Malleville. There

was a table by the side of the bed covered with

phials, and jars, and cups, which had had medi-

cine in them, and with bowls partly filled with

arrow-root and gruel. The bed was very much

tumbled, the linen being more or less soiled and

stained with the spillings of the medicine that

had been administered in haste the night be-

fore. The room felt a little chilly too, as it had

been a cool autumnal day, and the sun which

had made it warm and cheerful during the morn-

ing, now no longer shone in at the windows.

Beechnut surveyed this comfortless scene of

confusion for a few minutes, as if hesitating

what plan he should adopt for efTecting a revo-

lution.

At length, after a moment's pause, he went to

Phonny, and speaking to him in a low voice, lie

asked him to come out into the entry.

" Phonny," said he, " could you do me a

favor r
" Why,—vps,

—
" said Phonny, doubtfully ;
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"only Sarah wants me to stay and play cars

with her."

" What I want you to do," said Beechnut,

" is to go away for me on some business in the

'• Oh, yes," said Phonny ;
*' certainly. I will

go. Wait a minute till I go and tell Sarah."

" Stop a moment," said Beechnut, " until you

get your directions. Go and tell Sarah in a

whisper, that you are going away for me in a

wagon, and that if she would like to go with you

she can. Then leave all your books and play-

things just as they are, on the floor, and go down

into the yard and w^ait there until I come."

" Well," said Phonny, " I will." Phonny

was always greatly pleased with the idea of

going away on business in the wagon : no mat

ter where he went, or what the business might be

So Beechnut and Phonny returned into Mal-

leville's room. Phonny went to whisper his

message to Sarah, and Beechnut returned to

Malleville's bedside again.

" Malleville," said Beechnut, " should you like

to have Mary Bell come and see you a little

while ?"

" Yes," said Malleville, " very much indeed."

*' Only I am afraid," said Beechnut, " that it
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will make too much company for you. Do you

think you would be willing to stay alone a little

while till I can send for Mary Bell, for the sake

of having her come and see you ?"

" Yes," said Malleville, " very wilHng indeed."

' Then I will send for her," said Beechnut.

" But she will not be able to stay with you very

long, for her mother is sick, and she cannot be

away from home a great while."

" No matter," said Malleville, " I should like

to have her come."

So Beechnut drew up a little table to the side

of the bed, and put a bell upon it for Malleville

to ring in case she should want any thing while

she was alone. If she rang the bell, Hepzibah,

Beechnut said, would hear it, and would come.

Then Beechnut went away.

He found Phonny and Sarah waiting for him

in the yard. He immediately harnessed the

horse into the wagon, and then helped Phonny

and Sarah to get into it. He directed Phonny

to drive to Mrs. Bell's, to tell Mary that Malle-

ville was sick, and to ask her if she could not

get into the wagon, and come and see her foi

half an hour. He would take her back again

in the wagon, Phonny was to say, as soon as she

was ready to go.
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" Sarah can go with you to Mary Bell's/' said

Beechnut, in closinfT his instructions, "and then

you can leave her at her own home on the way

back."

Phonny, after receiving these directions,

drove away. In about three quarters of an

hour he returned, bringing Mary Bell with him.

Beechnut went to meet the wagon as it drove

up to the door, and helped Mary Bell to get out.

He told her that he was sorry to send for her,

as he knew that her mother was sick, but that

Malleville w^as restless and not very comforta-

ble in her room, and he thought that she would

probably have a better night, if somebody who

was more accustomed to sickness than Hepzi-

bah, could see her a little while, and make ar

rangeme nts.

" Yes," said Mary Bell, " I am very glad that

you sent for me."

Mary Bell took off her bonnet and put it upon

the parlor-table, and then went directly up into

Malleville's room. She had often visited Mal-

leville, and had often taken care of her when

she was sick, so she knew exactly where to go.

Malleville's eyes were shut, and she was al-

most asleep when Mary Bell came in, but she

was in an uneasy and uncomfortable position,
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and she looked flushed and feverish. Mar^;

went softly up to her bedside, but did not speak

a word. Presently she reclined herself upcn

the bed, and after placing her cheek close to

Malleville's for a moment, she kissed her very

gently, laying her hand at the same time upon

Malleville's shoulder. Malleville opened her

eyes, and when she saw that it was Mary Bell,

she put her arm around Mary Bell's neck, but

did not speak. Mary Bell remained in that po-

sition a minute or two longer, then gently dis-

engaged herself, saying, in a whisper, " Lie still
*

I am coming back again, presently."

Mary Bell then went down stairs to find Hep.

zibah. She told her that she had come to see

Malleville, and that she was very sorry that she

could not stay all night and help take care of

her.

" You must be very tired," said she to Hep-

zibah, " after being up with Malleville all last

night, and having all your work to do to-day.

However, I will stay a little while, an I get her

ready for the night.''

*•'

I shall be very glad if you will," said Hep-

zibah, " for I don't know much about sickness.

Whatever you want, tell me, and I will get it

for you."
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" All I shall want," said Mary Bell, " is some

warm water in the little bathing-tub. Every

tiling else I can get myself. And when you

bring the water up, you may bring down the

things that I put out into the entry. I will put

out all the things that will not be wanted in the

night."

So Mary Bell went back to Malleville's

room. The first thing that she did was to gath-

er up all the books and play-things that Phonny

had left scattered about the room, and put them

away. The books she put in their places upon

the shelves, and the play-things she put in the

basket where they belonged, and carried them

into Phonny 's play-room. Then she took all

the medicines, and phials, and bowls, and spoons,

and put them upon the great waiter, and set them

out into the entry for Hepzibah to carry away.

A few things, those which she thought it possible

might be used in the night, she reserved ; but

she put every thing which she thus reserved,

jpon a small light-stand, in neat order, after first

spreading a clean towel over the light-stand,

and then placed the stand at the foot of the bed,

where the foot-board would conceal it from Mal-

leville's view. She then put all the furniture

of the room in its proper order, and swept up

K
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the chips and s'havings that Phonny had left in

the corner. The room now looked very cheer-

ful and had lost entirely the appearance of a

sick-chamber. There was a very pleasant little

fire burning in the fire-place. Beechnut had

made it while Phonny was bringing Mary Bell.

By the time that Mary Bell had finished put-

ting the room in order, Hepzibah came up with

the little bathing-tub, which was a small tub

that Mrs. Henry was accustomed to use for a

foot-bath. Mary Bell took the tub, and put it

upon a chair by the side of the bed. She told

Hepzibah that she might take down the things

which were upon the waiter, in the entry, and

she requested her also when she went down, to

ask Beechnut to bring up a little more wood for

the fire.

She then went to the bedside, and took off

Malleville's shoes and stockings, and then gently

moved her to the edge of the bed, and placed

her in such a position that her feet hung down

by the side of the bed, so that she could p.U

ihem into the bathing-tub. The water was

very warm, but not too hot, and Malleville evi-

dently liked the feeling of it very much, the mo-

ment that her feet were put in. Mary Bell left

Malleville's ^^et in the water, and went to the
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bureau, where the Hneii was kept, and took out

some fresh sheets and pillow-cases, and also a

night-dress for Malleville. These she hung

over a chair by the fire, to air and warm them.

Then she came back to Malleville, and began to

bathe her feet in the warm water, by means of

a great sponge. She poured more hot water

into the little tub, from time to time, so as to

preserve the temperature of the bath at the right

point. When she had bathed the feet suf-

ficiently, she wiped them very dry with a hot

towel, one that she had taken from the bureau,

and put to the fire with the other linen. Mal-

leville lay perfectly still during the whole opera-

tion, and did not speak a word.

Mary Bell then undressed Malleville, and put

her night-dress upon her. She then moved a

sofa which was standing at the back side of the

room, up before the fire, and put the cushions

at one end of it, and a pillow on the cushions.

Then she came back to the bedside and said,

" Now, Malleville, I am going to carry you

to the fire."

*' Oh, no," said Malleville. " You must not

carry me. I can walk. I fee! a great deal

better."

But Mary Bell insisted upon carrying her
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patient, for fear, as she said, that she might

take cold in stepping upon the floor ; though, as

there was a good warm carpet upon the floor,

perhaps there was not much danger of this. So

Malleville kneeled up upon the side of the bed,

and Mary Bell took her and carried her to the

fire. She laid her down upon the sofa, with her

head upon the pillow.

" There," said Mary Bell, " lie there still, while

I make your bed."

Mary Bell then proceeded to make the bed,

while Malleville lay upon the sofa, watching

the fire.

When Mary Bell had made the bed, and had

put the linen which she had taken oflf from it

out into the entry for Hepzibah to carry away,

she came back to the sofa where Malleville was

lying, bringing with her a soft towel and a cup

half full of cool water, with a little cologne in

it. She placed the cup upon the little light-

stand at the foot of the bed, which, as it liap-

pened, was very near the sofa. She then pro-

ceeded to bathe Malleville's face and hands

with the water, and to wipe them gently with

the soft towel. She then combed her hair for

a long time with a large toothed comb, some-

times combing it forward and sometimes back,
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but moving the comb very gently every time.

Malleville lay perfectly still while she was

doing this. In fact, Mary Bell thought at ona

time that she was asleep. She was, however,

undeceived by Malleville's opening her eyes

and asking in a somewhat mournful tone,

"Mary Bell, do you think that I am going to

be very sick ?"

" No," replied Mary Bell. " I think you are

going to get well."

" Do you !" said Malleville. " I am glad of

that."

At last, Mary Bell took Malleville up a.^ain

from the sofa and carried her to her bed. The

fresh, clean sheets, warm from the fire, felt

very grateful to Malleville's feverish frame as

Mary Bell covered her up in them, and they

produced a very soothing and calming effect.

Mary Bell then went and brought Malle-

ville's little Bible, and sat down by the head of

the bed.

" Now," said she, " I am going to read you

some verses from the Bible and hear you say

your prayer, and then I want you to go to

sleep."

" Well," said Malleville, " I will, if 1 can."

Mary Bell then opened the Bible, and read a
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few verses from the Psalms. Then she shut

[he book, and putting her arm around Malle-

ville's neck, she laid her own head down upon

the pillow by Malleville's side, and Malleville

repeated her prayer. After thus repeating the

form which she was accustomed to use, she

added some special petitions of her own. She

prayed that God would make her patient in hei

sickness, and cause her to get well : and that

he would take care of her uncle and aunt, who

were away, and bring them home again in

safety. She also prayed for her father and

molher, and all her other friends, that God

would watch over them all, and prepare them

all for happiness in heaven.

When the prayer was ended, Mary Bell

kissed Malleville again, and said that now she

must go away.

" I must go back," said she, " and take care

of my mother. I shall tell her how patient and

gentle you are, and she will feel glad. You

must lie still and go to sleep, if you can. I

will send Phonny to come and sit here with

you, if you wish to have him come, but you

must not talk to him. He must sit by the fire

and read, and be still, so that you may go to

sleep."
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« Well," said Malleviile.

*' By-and-by," continued Mary Bell, "aftei

you have been asleep an hour, you may wake

up again, if you wish to, and if you feel preliy

well then, perhaps Beechnut will come in and

tell you a story. It will be better for you to be

awake awhile by-and-by—you will sleep sc

much better in the night for it."

So Mary Bell went to call Phonny, that hi.

might come and sit in Malleville's room. It

was now nearly dark, and Mary Bell, therefore,

closed the shutters, and brought in a small lamp

for Phonny to read by. She put this lamp

upon the little light-stand at the foot of the bed,

where it would be shaded by the foot-board and

curtains from Malleville's eyes. She moved

the sofa back into its place, and placed a small

rocking-chair near the stand for Phonny to sit

in. It was a very pleasant place indeed to sit

and read.

When all Vv^as thus arranged, Mary Bell went

once more to Malleville's bedside, and kissed

her, and bade her good night. Malleviile shut

up her e3^es, and soon went to sleep. She slept

so soundly, that when about an hour afterward

the doctor came to see her, he went to her bed-

side, and after lookinsj at her q few moments
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and gently feeling of her pulse, he said that

she was doing very well, and that he would not

disturb her.

MALLEVILLE ASLEEP.

When Malleville went to sleep, it was with

the full determination of waking up again in

half an hour, and sending for Beechnut to come

and tell her a story. She did not, however,

wake up for more than two hours. When she

did wake, she found herself alone. Phonny

had got tired of reading some time before, and

perceiving that Malleville was a«leep, he had

got up from his rocking-chair and walLed away

softly out of the room.
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Chapter VIIL

Agnes.

Malleville was very much refreshed 1)7

her sleep. When she awoke, she was at first a

little startled to find herself alone, and she was

inclined at oncQ to reach out her hand to the

bell and ring it for the purpose of calling Hep-

zibah ; but on considering what she should say

that she wanted when Hepzibah should come,

she found herself a little puzzled, inasmuch as

she did not want any thing. So she lay still a

moment musing.

The room looked so pleasantly in conse-

quence of the arrangements that Mary Bell had

made, that Malleville soon ceased to feel uneas)-

at being left alone in it. Every thing was in

order, and the lamp which Phonny had left

^jurning upon the stand diffused a gentle but

cheerful illumination around the apartment.

The light of the fire, too, which glowed warmly

upon that part of the ceiling which Malleville

saw between the curtains of her bed, in a
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genial, though variable and flickering light,

seemed to dispel all sense of loneliness from her

mind.

" I will wait a few minutes," said Malle-

ville to herself. " Perhaps Phonny will como

back ao'ain."

So she left the bell where it was upon the

table, and began to sing a little song. It was a

song that Beechnut had taught her.

After sino-inrr a little while she raised herself

in the bed and sat up, leaning against the pil-

lows and bolsters which she piled up behind her

to furnish a support. She sat in this position a

few minutes, looking about the room between

the curtains of the bed which she had pushed

aside.

"How pleasant it is!" said she to herself.

" That is because Mary Bell has been here.

And how much better I feel
!"

The thought then occurred to her, that she

would creep along to the foot of the bed and

look between the curtains over the foot-board.

It was possible, she thought, that Phonny might

be there asleep. She, accordingly, did so, but

she found that Phonny was not there. The

rocking-chair was standing in its place by the

side of the light-stand, empt}^ The
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upon the stand, and the book which Phonny

had been reading was lying spread open upside

down upon the stand near the lamp. When
l^honny went away, he had intended to return

in a few minutes and finish his reading; and so

he had left his book.

Malleville's curiosity was excited to know

what book it was that Phonny had been read-

ing, and whether there were any pretty pictures

in it. So she slid down off the bed, and went

to the rocking-chair. She took the precaution

to put on her stockings by the way, and then

resting her feet upon a little cricket that was

there, in such a position that they were turned

toward the fire, she took the book and began

to look at the pictures.

In a few minutes she heard some one gently

tapping at the door. She said, "Come in."

The door opened, and the visitor proved to be

Beechnut. He looked surprised to see Malle-

ville up, but said that he was glad to see it, if

it was an indication that she was better.

" I am better," replied Malleville, " a great

dca. better, and I am very glad that you have

come, for Mary Bell said that you might come

this evening and tell me a story. I wish you

would sit down and tell it to me now."
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" Not just now," said Beechnut. " You must

have some supper first. And then, if I am

coming in here to tell you a story, I must go

and get ready."

" Get ready ?" repeated Malleville. " Why,

you are all ready now."

" No," said Beechnut, " I must go and change

my dress."

Beechnut was always very careful about his

dress and appearance, even when at his work;

and he looked particularly neat and tidy now,

so that Malleville saw no necessity for any

change. Beechnut, however, said that though

his dress, as it was, would do well enough for

his work, yet that he could not think of coming

to visit a young lady without making suitable

preparations. Finally, he recommended to Mal-

leville to go back to her bed again, and prom-

ised to send Hepzibah up to bring her some

supper. " Then," said he, "in about half an hour,

when you have had your supper, and are all

ready for the night, I will come and talk you to

sleep by telling you a story."

Beechnut then went away, and Malleville

went back to her bed. In a short time Hepzi-

bah came up with some tea and toast, upon a

waiter, for Malleville's supper. Besides the tea
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and toast, there was a small glass dish upon the

waiter, covered up, so that Malleville could not

see what was under it. She took the cover off

of this dish the first thing when the waiter was

brought to her, to see what was there ; she

found that it was currant jelly.
I

Phonny came into the room just after Hep-

zibah, and stood bv Malleville's bedside while

she ate her supper. He had had his own sup-

per before, but Malleville gave him some of her

toast and currant jelly.

"Is the doctor coming to see me again to-

night, Hepzibah V asked Malleville.

" No," said Hepzibah, " not again. He came

while you were asleep. He says that you are

doing very well, and there is nothing more for

you to take, except that there are some drops

in a phial that I am to give you about half-past

ten, if you don't breathe easily."

Here Malleville drew a very long breath, to

see if she could breathe easily then. She said

she could breathe very easily indeed, and she

did not think that she should have to take the

drops. Then Phonny began to take long

breaths, as if to see whether his lungs were in

good condition. This induced Malleville to re-

peat her experiment, and for several minutes the
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children kept up such a panting and sighing,

that Hepzibah told them that they were wasting

all their breath, and that if Malleville was not

careful, she would not have enough left to last

till morning.

When Malleville had finished her supper,

Hepzibah carried the waiter down stairs again,

and in about half an hour Beechnut came in.

" Now Phonny," said Malleville, " here comes

Beechnut, to tell me a story, and you must not

interrupt us. This story is to be for me alto-

gether."

" Can't you let me stay and hear it ?" asked

Phonny. '

" Yes," rephed Malleville, " you may stay, if

you will not interrupt us. And Beechnut," con-

.inued Malleville, " I wish that you would take

me into your arms and rock me while you are

telling the story. I am tired of lying in this bed

so long."

" Well," said Beechnut. " I will go and get

a rocking-chair."

The rocking-chair which Phonny had been

twitting in was too small for Beechnut's purpose.

In a few minutes Beechnut returned with a

.'arge rocking-chair, which he placed by the fire,

on one side. He then took Malleville in his
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arms and carried her to the chair, and sat down.

Next he asked Phonny to go out into the entry,

rnd look by the side of the door, and to bring

in what he should find there.

" What is it ?" asked Malleville.

"You will se(? " rep\ied Beechnut. So say-

ing, he placed Mallevine in his lap in such a po-

sition that she could see the door and the fire.

Her head rested upon a small pillow whicli

Beechnut had laid upon his shoulder. By the

time that Malleville was thus placed, Phonny

came back. He had in his hand a small sheet-

iron pan, with three large and rosy apples in it.

Beechnut directed Phonny to put this pan down

upon the hearth where the apples would roast.

" Who are they for ?" asked Malleville.

" One is for you,*' replied Beechnut, " one foi

Phonny, and one for me. But we are not going

to eat them till to-morrow morning."

" There ought to be one for Hepzibah,' said

Malleville.

*' Why, Hepzibah can get as many apples as

she wants," said Beechnut, " and roast them

whenever she pleases.—Only," he continued,

after a moment's pause, " perhaps it would

please her to have us remember her, and loasl

ber one together with ours."
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" Yes," said Phonny. " I think it would."

" Then," said Beechnut, " you may go, Phon«

ny, and get her an apple. You can make room

for one more upon the pan."

" Well," said Phonny ;
" but you must not be-

gin the story until I come back."

So Phonny went away to get an apple for

Hepzibah. In a short time he returned, bringing

with him a very large and beautiful apple, which

he put upon the pan with the rest. There was

just room for it. He then set the pan down

before the fire, and took his own seat in the little

rocking-chair, which still stood in its place by

the side of the light-stand.

" Now, Beechnut," said he, as soon as he was

seated, " now for the story."

" What sort of a story shall I tell you, Malle-

Anlle ?" asked Beechnut. " Shall it be the plain

truth, or shall it be embellished ?"

" Embellished," said Malleville. " I wish

you would embellish it as much as ever you

can."

" Well," said Beechnut, " I will tell you

about Agnes."

"Agnes!" repeated Phonny, "who wa^

she ?"

" You must not speak, Phonny " said Mall©'
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ville. " Beechnut is going to tell this story to

me."

•'Yes," said Beechnut, "it is altogether for

Malleville, and you must not say a word about

.t from beginning to end."

"One night," continued Beechnut, "abou

three weeks ago, I sat up very late in my room,

writing. It was just after I got well from my
hurt, and as I had been kept away from my

desk for a long time, I was very glad to get

back to it again, and I used to sit up quite lata

in the evenings, writing and reading. The

night that I am now speaking of, I sat up even

later than usual. It had been a very warm

dr)y, and the evening air, as it came into my
open window, was cool and delightful. Besides,

there was a bright moon, and it shone very bril-

liantly upon the garden, and upon the fields

and mountains beyond, as I looked upon them

from my window.

"At last, I finished my writing just as the

clock struck twelve, and as I still did not feel

sleepy, notwithstanding that it was so late, and

as the night was so magnificent, I thought that

1 would go out and take a little walk. So I

put my books and papers away, took my cap

and put it upon my head, and then stepped out

h
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of the window upon the roof of the shed, which,

you know, is just below it. I thought it bettei

to go out that way rather than to go down

iUc stairs, as by going down the stairs I

might possibly have disturbed somebody a\ the

liouse.

"I walked along the roof of the shed, with-

out nneeting any body or seeing any body ex-

cept Moma. She was lying down asleep be-

hind one of the chimneys."

Moma was a large black cat belonging tc

Malleville.

" Poor Moma !" said Malleville. "Has not

she got any better place to sleep in than that?

I mean to make her a bed, as soon as I get

well."

" When I reached the end of the shed," coi

tinned Beechnut, " I climbed down by the grea

trellis, to the fence, and from the fence to th*.

ground. I went along the yard to the steps of

the south platform, and sat down there. I

looked very pleasant in the garden, and I wer-

in there. I walked through the garden and out

at the back gate, into the woods, and so up the

glen. I rambled along different glens and val-

leys for half an hour, until at last I came to a

most beautiful place among groves and thickets
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where there was a large spring boiling out from

under sonne mossy rocks. The spring was in a

deep shady place, and was overhung with beau-

liful trees. In IVont of the spring was a largj

basin of water, half as large as this room. The

water was very clear, and as the moonlight

shone upon it through the interstices of the

trees, I could see that the bottom was covered

with yellow sands, while beautiful shells and

pebbles lined the shore.

" The water fell down into the basin from the

spring in a beautiful cascade. All around there

were a great many tall wild flowers growing.

It seemed to me the most beautiful place that I

ever saw. I sai down upon a large round stone

which projected out from a grassy bank just be-

low this little dell, where I could see the ba:^in

of water, and the spring, and the flowers upon

Its uanks, and could hear the sound of the water

fallincj over the cascade.

" There was a very lai-ge oak-tree growing

near the basin, upon one side. I could only see

the lower part of the stem of it. The top was

high in the air, and was concealed from view

by the foliage of the thickets. The stem of the

tree was very large indeed, and it had a very

ancient and venerable appearance. There wag
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a hollow place in this tree very near the ground,

which had in some degree the appearance of a

door, arched above. The sides of this opening

were fringed with beautiful green moss, which

hung down within it like a curtain, and there

were a great many beautiful flowers growing

upon each side of it. Another thing which at-

tracted my attention and excited my curiosity

very strongly was, that there seemed to be a

little path leading from this door down to the

margin of the water.

" While I was wondering what this could

mean, I suddenly observed that there was a wa-

ving motion in the long moss which hung down

within the opening in the trunk of the tree, and

presently I saw a beautiful little face peeping

out. I was of course very much astonished,

but I determined to sit perfectly still, and see

what would happen.

" I was in such a place that the person to

whom the face belonged could not see me,

though I could see her perfectly. After look'

ing about for a minute or two timidly, she came

out. She was very beautiful indeed, with her

dark hair hanging in curls upon her neck and

shoulders. Her dress was very simple, and yet

it was very rich and beautiful.
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" What did she have on ?" asked Malleville.

" Why, I don't know that I can describe it

veiy well," said Beeciuiut. " I am not much

accustomed to describe ladies' dresses. It was,

however, the dress of a child. She had in her

jand a very long feather, like a peacock's feath-

er, only, instead of being of many colors, it was

white, like silver ; and it had the luster of silver.

1 verily believe it must have been made of sil-

ver."

"I don't believe it would be possible," said

Phonny, " to make a feather of silver."

"Why not?" asked Beechnut, " as well as

make a tassel of glass. However, it looked like

silver, and it was extremely graceful and bril-

liant as she held it in her hands waving in the

moonbeams.

" After looking about for a minute or two,

and seeing nobody, she began to dance down

the little path to the brink of the basin, and

when she reached it she began to spealc.

Now,' said she, 'I'll freeze the fountain, and

then ill have a dance.'

" As she said this, she stood upon the pebbles

of the shore, and began gently to draw the tip

of her long feather over the surface of the wa-

ter ; and I saw to my amazement, that wher-
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ever the feather passed it changed the surface

of the water into ice. Long feathery crystals

began to shoot in every direction over the basin,

wherever Agnes moved her wand."

" Was her name Agnes ?" asked Malleville.

'* Yes," said Beechnut.

*-How did you know ?" asked Malleville.

" Oh, she told me afterward," replied Beech-

nut. " You will hear how presently. When
she had got the surface of the water frozen, she

stepped cautiously upon it to see if it would

bear."

" Would it?" asked Malleville.

" Yes," replied Beechnut, " it bore her per-

fectly. She advanced to the middle of it,

springing up and down upon her feet to try the

strength of the ice as she proceeded. She found

that it was very strong.

" 'Now,' said she, 'for the cascade.'

" So saying, she began to draw her silvei'

feather down the cascade, and immediately the

same effect was produced which I had observed

before upon the water. The noise of the

water-fall was immediately hushed. Beautiful

stalactites and icicles were formed in the place

of the pouring and foaming w^ater. I should

have thought that the cascade had been wholly
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congealed were it not that I could see in some

})Iaces by the moonhght that the water was still

gurgling down behind the ice, just as it usually

does when cascades and water-falls are frozen

by natural cold."

" Yes," said Phonny. " I have watched it

very often on the brook."

" On what brook ?" asked Malleville.

" On the pasture brook," said Phonny.

Beechnut took no notice of Phonny's re-

mark, but went on with his narrative as follows :

"Agnes then walked back and forth upon

the ice, and began to draw the tip of her long

silver feather over the branches of the trees

that overhung the basin, and over the mossy

banks, and the tall grass and flowers. Every

thing that she touched turned into the most

beautiful frost-work. The branches of the

trees were loaded with snow. The banks

hung with icicles, and the tall grass and flow-

ers seemed to turn white and transparent, and

ihey glittered in the moonbeams as if tlicy

•vere encrusted with diamonds. I never saw

any thing so resplendent and beautiful.

"At last, she looked around upon it all, and

said, 'There! that will do. I wonder now if

the ice is strong enough.'
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•' Tiien she went into the middle of the ice,

and standing upon it on tiptoe, she sprang up

into the air, and then came down upon it again,

as if she were trying its sti'ength. At the

same instant she said or sung in a beautiful sil-

very voice, like a bird, the word,

" 'Peep!'

" When she had done this, she stopped a

moment to listen. I sat perfectly still, so as

not to let her know that I was near. Pres

ently, she leaped up agam twice in succession,
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"'Peep! Peep!'

•' Then, after pausing ii moment more, she

began to dance away with the utmost agihty

and grace, singing all the time a little song, tlit

music of which kept time with her dancing.

This w^as the song :

—

" ' Peep ! peep ! cliippeda dee,

Playing in the moonlight—nobody to see

;

The boys and girls are gone away,

Tliey've had ihv'iv playtime in the day,

And now the night is left to me.

Peep! peep! cliippeda dee.'

"

"That's a pretty song," said Malleville.

" Yes," said Beechnut, '• and you can not inj-

agine how^ beautifully she sang it, and how

gracefully she danced upon the ice while she

was singing. I was so delighted that I could

not sit perfectly still, but made some movement

that caused a little rustling. Agnes stopped a

moment to listen. I was very much afraid

that she would see me. She did not see me,

however, and so she began the second verse of

her song.

" ' Peep ! peep ! cliippeda dee,

The moon is for the mountains, the sun is for the sea
;'

" When she had got so far," continued Beecn-
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nut, "she suddenly stopped. She saw me.

The fact was, I was trying to move back a lit-

tle farther, so as to be more out of sight, and I

made a little rustling, which she heard. The

instant she saw me, she ran off the ice and up

her little path to the opening in the oak, and in

a moment disappeared. .Presently, however, 1

saw the fringe of moss moving again, and she

began to peep out.

"'Beechnut,' said 'she, 'how came you

here V
" ' Why, I was taking a walk,' said I, ' and 1

came along this path. Don't you want me to

be here ?'

" ' A^o,' said she.

*' ' Oh, then I will go away,' said I. * Bui

how came you to know me?'

"*0h, I know you very well,' said she.

' Your name is Beechnut.'

" ' And do you know Malleville ?' said I.

" ' Yes,' said she. ' I know her very well. J

like Malleville very much. I like her better

than I do you '

"'Ah!' said I. ' I am sorry for that. Why
do you like her better than you do me ?'

** ' Because she is a girl,' said Agnes.

" ' That is a good reason,' said I, ' I con
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fess. I like girls myself better than I do

bo^vs. But how came you to know Malle-

viUe?'

*' Oh, I have seen her a great many times/

?nid she, ' peeping into her windows by moon-

light, when she was asleep.'

'"Well," said I. 'I will tell MalleviUe

about you, and she will want to come and see

you/

" ' No,' said Agnes, ' she must not come and

see me ; but she may write me a letter.'

" ' But she is not old enough to write letters,'

said I.

" ' Then,' said she, ' she must tell you what

to write, and you must write it for her.'
"

Beechnut observed, that though Phonny and

MalleviUe neither of them spoke, they were

Doth extremely interested, and somewhat ex-

cited by the story, and that he was far from

accomplishing the object which he had in view

at first in telling a story, namely, lulling Malle-

viUe to sleep. He, therefore, said to MalleviUe,

that though he had a great deal more to tell her

about Agnes, he thought it would be better not

to tell any more then ; but that he would sing

Agnes's song to her, to the same tune that Ag-

nes herself sung it. He would sing it severa'
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times, he said, and she might listen, laying her

head upon his shoulder.

Malleville said that she should like very

much to hear Beechnut sing the song, but that

alter he had sung it, she hoped he would tel!

her a little more about Agnes that night. She

liked to hear about her, she said, very much

indeed.

So Beechnut changed Malleville's position

placing her in such a manner that her head re-

clined upon his shoulder.

"Shut your eyes now," said he, "and form

in your mind a picture of the little dell and

fountain, WMth the frost-work beaming in the

moonlight, and Agnes dancing on the ice, whilf

I sing."

Then Beechnut be^jan to sinsr the first verse

jf the song to a very lively and a very pretty

tune. He could not sing the second verse, he

said, because he had not heard it all. But the

first verse he sung over and over again.

" Peep ! peep ! cliippeda dee !

Playing in iho mooulighf, nobody to see*

The boys and girls Lave gone away,

They've had their playtime in the daj,

And new the night is left for me,

Peep ! peep ! chippeda dee I"
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She falls asleep.

Malleville lay very still, listening to the song

for about five minutes, and then Beechnut

found that she was fast asleep. He then rose

very gently, and carried her to her bed. He
laid her in the bed, and Phonny, who stood by,

covered her with the clothes. He and Phonny

ihen crept softly out of the room
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Chapter IX.

A Sound Sleeper.

About nine o'clock, Hepzibah, having fin-

ished her work for the day, covered up the

kitchen fire, and fastened the outer doors.

Beechnut had gone to bed, and so had Phonny.

Hepzibah went into Phonny's room to see if all

was safe, and to get the light. She then went

into Malleville's room.

The room had a very pleasant aspect, al-

though the fire had now nearly gone down.

The lamp was burning on the stand at the foot

of the bed where Phonny had left it. Hepzi-

bah advanced softly to the bedside. Malleville

was lying asleep there with her cheek upon her

hand.

u T5oor child !" said Hepzibah to herself

" She has gone to sleep. What a pity that 1

have got to wake her up by-and-by, and give

her some medicine."

Hepzibah then looked at a clock w^hich stood

upon the mantel-shelf, and saw that it was a lit-
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tie past nine. It was an hour or more before it

would be time to give Malleville the drops.

Hepzibah thought that if she went to bed, she

should fall asleep, and not wake up again till

morning, for she always slept very soundly.

She determined, therefore, that she would sit up

until half-past ten, and then, after giving Pvlal-

leville the medicine, go to bed. She. accord-

ingly, went and got her knitting-work, intend-

ing to keep herself awake while she sat up, by

knitting. When she came back into the room,

she began to look for a comfortable seat. She

finally decided on taking the sofa.

Mary Bell, after using the sofa for Malleville

while she was making the bed, had put it back

into its place, by the side of the room. Hep-

zibah, however, easily brought it forward again,

for it trundled very smoothly and noiselessly

upon its castors. Hepzibah brought the sofa

up to the fire, placing one end of it near to the

stand, in order that she might have the benefit

of the lamp in case of dropping a stitch. She

prepared the medicine for Malleville, by mixing

i! properly with water in a little cup, and put it

upon the stand, so that it should be all ready

to be administered when the time sliould come,

nnd <^^hen sat down upon the sofa, next to tlie
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sofa-cushions, which were upon the end of the

sofa, between herself and the light.

Tilings went on very well for almost half an

liour, but then Hepzibah being pretty tired in

consequence of her long day's work, and of her

want of rest the night before, began to grow

sleepy. Twice her knitting-work dropped out

of her hands. The dropping of the knitting-

work waked her the first and second time that

it occurred. But the third time it did not wake

her. After fallinn; half over and recovering

herself two or three times, she at length sank

down upon the cushions, with her head upon

the uppermost of them, and there in a short

time she was fast asleep.

She remained in this condition for nearly two

hours, Malleville in her bed sleeping all the

time quietly too. When Malleville went to

sleep, she did so resolving not to wake up for

her medicine. She did not resolve not to take

It, if any one else waked her up for it, but she

determined not to wake up for it of hei- own

accord. Whether this had any influence in

prolonging her sleep, it would be difficult to

say. She did, however, sleep very soundly,

and without changing her position at all, until a

little after eleven o'clock, when she began to
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move her head and her arms a Httle, and pres-

ently she opened her eyes.

She looked around the room and saw no-

body. The light was burning, though rather

dimly, and the fire had nearly gone out. She

sat up in the bed, and after a few minutes' pause

she said in a gentle voice, as if speaking to her-

self,

" I wish there was somebody here to give me
a drink of water." Then after waiting a mo-

ment, she added, " but I can just as well get

down and find it myself."

So saying, she climbed down from the bed,

and put on her shoes and stockings, singing

gently all the time, ;

" Peep ! peep ! chippeda dee !"

This was all of Agnes' song that she could

remember.

She went toward the fire, vv^ondering who had

drawn out the sofa and what for : and on pass-

ing round before it, her wonder was changed

into amazement at finding Hepzibah asleep

upon it.

" Why !" she exclaimed, in a very low and

gentle tone, just above a whisper. " Here is

Hepzibah. I suppose she is sitting up to watch

with me. How tired she is
!"

• M
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She stood looking at Hepzibah a minute or

tv/o in silence, and then said, speaking in the

same tone and manner as before,

" She is not comfortable. I mean to j)ut her

ieet upon the sofa,'*

So saying, Malleville stooped down, and

clasping Hepzibah's feet with both her arms

she lifted them up as gently as she could, and

put them upon the sofa. Hepzibah's sound

sleep was not at all disturbed by this. In fact,

her position being now much more easy than be

fore, she sank away soon into a slumber deeper

and more profound than ever.

Malleville finding that her first attempt to

render Hepzibah a service was so successful,

immediately began to feel a strong interest in

taking care of her ; and observing that her feet

were not very well covered, as she lay upon the

sofa, she thought it would be a good plan to go

and find something to cover them up. So she

went to a bureau which Was standing in the

room, and began to open one drawer after an-

other in search of a small blanket which was

sometimes used for such a purpose. She found

the blanket at length in the lowermost drawer

of the bureau.
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"Ah! here it is," said she. "I knew it wag

somewhere in this bureau."

Saying this, she took out the blanket and car-

ried it to the sofa, doing every thing in as noise-

less a manner as possible. She spread the

blanket over Hepzibah's feet, tucking the edges

under very gently and carefully all around.

"Now," said Malleville to herself, "I will

make up the fire a little, so that she shall not

catch cold."

There were two sticks remaining of those

which Beechnut had brought up, and they were

lying upon the carpet by the side of the fire,

near the rocking-chair in which Beechnut had

rocked Malleville to sleep. The wood which

had been put upon the fire had burned entirely

down, nothing being left ofthem but a few brands

in the corners. Malleville took up the two

sticks, one after another, and laid them upon the

andirons, one for a back-stick and the other foi

a fore-stick, as she had often seen Phonny do.

She then brought up a little cricket in front of

the andirons, and sitting down upon it there,

ihe took the tongs and began to pick up the

brands and coals, and to put them into the in-

terstice which was left between the two sticks.

She did all this in a very noiseless and gentle
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manner, so as not to disturb Hepzibah ; and she

stopped very frequently to look round and see

if Hepzibah was still sleeping.

The air soon began to draw up through the

coals which Malleville had placed between the

sticks of wood, and thus fanning them, it bright-

ened them into a glow. The brands began to

smoke, and presently there appeared in one part

a small flickering flame.

"There!" said Malleville, in a tone of great

satisfaction. " It is burning. Phonny said that

I could not make a fire, but I knew that J

could."

Malleville had been very careful all the tune

not to allow her night-dress to get near the fire,

and now as the fire was beginning to burn, she

thought that she must move still further away.

She accordingly rose and moved the cricket

back. The fire burned more and more brightly,

and Malleville observed that the light of it was

flashing upon Hepzibah's face.

"I must make a screen for her," said siie

'"' or the flashes will wake her up."

So she went to the bureau again and brought

forth a shawl, one which she had often seen he^

aunt Henry use for this purpose. Then putting

a chair between the sofa and the fire, she spread
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the shawl upon the back of it, and Ibund that il

produced the effect of keeping the flashes of

h'ght from Hepzibah's face, entirely to her sat-

isfaction.

Malleville then began to wonder whether it

was not time for her to take her medicine. She

looked at the clock to see if she could tell what

o'clock it was. She could not, of course, for

she had never learned to tell the time by the

clock. Accordingly, after looking at the hands

and figures a few minutes in silence, and listen-

ing to the ticking, she said,

''I can not tell what o'clock it is, but it looks

pretty late. I have a great mind to take my
medicine myself."

She then turned to the table, where the lamp

and tlie medicines were standing. The cup

was there, in which Hepzibah had prepared

Malleville's medicine. Malleville took it up,

looked at it, and stirred it a little with the spoon.

" I wonder if this is my medicine," said she.

' I have a great mind to take it. But then, per-

haps it is not my medicine. Perhaps it is poi-

son."

So she put the cup down upon .he table

again, glad, in fact, of a plausible excuse for not

taking the draught.
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'•I'll sit down ill this rocking-chaii'/' she said,

'* and wait till Hepzibah wakes up. She will

wake up pretty soon."

So she went to the rocking-chair and sat

down. She began to rock herself to and fro,

watching the little flames and the curling

smokes that were ascending from the fire. She

remained thus for nearly a quarter of an hour,

and then she began to be a little tired.

" What a long night !" said she. " I did not

know that nights were so long. I wish that

Hepzibah would wake up. But I suppose she

is very tired. I mean to go and look out of the

window and see if the morning is not coming

Beechnut said that we could always see it com-

ing in the east at the end of the night."

Malleville did not know which the east was,

but she thought she would at any rate go and

look out at the window. She accordingly went

to the window, and pushing the curtains aside,

and opening the shutters, she looked out. She

sav/ the moon in the sky, and several stars, but

there were no appearances of morning.

There was a bronze ink-stand upon the table,

near the window, and some pens upon it. The

idea occuri'ed to Malleville that perhaps she
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might write a little while to occupy the time till

Hepzibah should wake up.

" If I only had some paper," said she, " 1

would write a letter to Agnes."

Malleville could not write much
; yet she had

sometimes written what she called letters, to

Phonny and to Mary Bell. Her letters were

expressed in characters partly v^ritten and partly

printed ; for whenever she could not think what

the form of a letter was, as usually written with

a pen, she was accustomed to adopt the form

which she recollected to have seen in printed

books. There was another imperfection in her

vv^'iting, too, which was, that capitals and small

letters were mingled promiscuously along her

lines. So long, she thought, as the letter itsell'

was right, it was not very material in which of

its various forms it appeared. She was gene-

rally unfortunate, too, in her sealing, for she wet

the wafer altogether too much, and then she

was always impatient to have it stick at once,

without giving it time to get dry. And so as

she kept trying it continually, to see whether it

was sticking, and endeavoring to remedy the

difficulty, when it did not, by putting in more

wafers, wet like the first altogether too much,

the sealing was on the whole very unsuccessful,
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the whole letter being in the end very much de-

faced by the red paste with which it was exten-

sively besmeared. Still, notwithstanding these '

difficulties, one of Malleville's letters, when fin.

ished, was a real letter, and it was really sealed,

and Mary Bell or Beechnut, when it was re-

ceived, had no great difficulty in making out

most of the contents.

Malleville thought, therefore, that she would

now write a letter to Agnes, in accordance

with the permission which Beechnut said that

Agnes had given her. The only difficulty was

to get some note paper. Slie thought that

there Vv^as some in her aunt Henry's room. Slie

took the lamp therefore from off the stand, pro-

ceeding very carefully, so as not to waken Hep-

zibah, and went away with it into her aunt

Henry's room, to look.

There was a portable desk upon a table there.

Malleville set the lamp down upon the table, and

opened the portable desk. She then lifted up

the lid inside, and there she found a fine sujiply

of note paper of various sizes, with envelopes in

small bundles to suit. Malleville selected what

she thought was proper for her purpose, and

then putting back every thing else in good or-

der, just as she had found i., she took the lamp
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Ill one hand, and the note-paper and envelope

in the other, and went back into her room.

She found that Hepzibah had moved a Httle,

but she was sleeping as quietly as ever.

Malleville carried the lamp now to the table

by the window, and taking great care to put it

down in a place where it would not be at all in

danger of setting fire to the curtain, she took

the pen and began her writing. She worked

patiently upon her task for half an hour. The

letter was then completed. Of course it is im

possible to give any idea in a printed book of the

appearance of the writing, but the letter itself,

as Malleville intended to express it, was as fol-

lows :

—

Wednesday, midnight.

De.vr Agnes:—
I like you, because Beechnut says you like me. Please in

answer this letter.

Your affectionate friend, M.

Malleville wrote only M. instead of her whole

name Malleville, at the bottom of her letter, be-

cause, just as she was finishing her work, the

lamp began to burn very dim. She was afraid

that it was going out. So she stopped with the

M., saying to herself, that Agnes would know

who it was from ; and, besides, if she did not,
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Beechnut could tell her when he gave it to her.

She folded the note and slipped it into the en-

velope, and then hastily wetting a wafer, which

she found in a small compartment in the center

of the bronze inkstand, she put it in its place,

and pressed down the flap of the envelope upon

it. She then took the lamp and went to find a

pin to prick up the wick a little, to keep it from

going out

She could not find any pin, and the lamp

burned more and more dimly.

" I must go down stairs and find anothei

amp," said Malleville, " or else Hepzibah will

oe left all in the dark."

She turned and looked toward Hepzibah a

moment as she said this, and then added,

" Poor Hepzibah ! How tired she must be to

sleep so long."

She then took the lamp, and v/alked softly out

of the room. The stairs creaked a little as she

descended, though she stepped as carefully as

she could. When she reached the kitchen door,

she found it shut. She opened it and went in.

The kitchen was pretty warm, as there had

been a fire in it all the day, although the fire

was now all covered up in ashes. The. andi.

rons were standing, one across the other, upon
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the hearth, idle and useless. Malleville looked

about the room for a lamp, but she did not see

any. The kitchen was in perfect order, ever}

thing being put properly away in its place.

" I will look into the closets," said Malleville

So she opened a closet door and looked in.

There were various articles upon the shelves,

but no lamps. She then shut this door and

opened another closet door, at the back side of

the room. Here 'Malleville found four lampss

standing in a row, upon the second shelf She

was very much pleased to see them. She took

one of them down and carried it to the kitchen

table, and tlien lighted it by means of a lamp-

lighter, which she obtained from a lamp-lighter

case hanging up by the side of the fireplace.

She then blew out her ov^'n lamp, and carrying

it into the closet, she put it up upon the shelf

in the place of the one which she had taken

away.

On the lower shelf, Malleville sav/, much to

her satisfaction, a plate of bread with some but-

ter by the side of it. There was a little pitcher

near, too, and Malleville, on looking into it,

found that it was half full of milk.

" I am very glad that I have found this," said

she, "for now I can have some supper. .1
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wanted something, and I could not tell what. I

know now. I was hungry.

She brought out the bread and butter and the

milk to the kitchen-table, and then drawing up

a chair, she began to eat her supper, feeling a

most excellent appetite.

malleville's supper.

She went en very prosperously for a time,

having eaten two slices of bread, and drank

nearly all the milk, when suddenly her atten-

tion was arrested by a movement at the head

of the kitchen stairs. These stairs ascended
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from very near the door where Malleville had

entered the kitchen, and as Malleville had left

the door open, the light from her lamp shone

out into the entry, and she could also, while in

the kitchen, hear any sound upon the stairs.

The sound which attracted her attention was

like that of a person opening a door and com-

ing out. Malleville immediately stopped drink-

ing from her pitcher, and listened.

"Who is that down in the kitchen?" said a

voice. Malleville immediately recognized the

voice as that of Beechnut.

" I," said Malleville

" 1 ?" repeated Beechnut. " Who do you

mean ? Is it Malleville ?"

" Yes," replied Malleville.

"Why, Malleville !" exclaimed Beechnut, in

a tone of profound astonishment. " What are

you doing in the kitchen ?"

" I am eating some supper," said Malle-

ville.

"But, Malleville!" exclaimed Beechnut,

"you ought not to be down there, eating supper

at this time of night. How came you to go

down ?"

"Oh, I came down," replied Malleville, "to

get a lamp for Hepzibah."
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" For Hepzibah !" repeated Beechnut. " Did

she send you down there for a lamp ?"

" Oh no,' said Malleville ;
" I came my-

.sclf."

" Where is Hepzibah ?" asked Beechnut.

"She is asleep," said Malleville, "and you

must not speak so loud, or you will wake her up."

Malleville could now hear Beechnut laughing

most immoderately, though evidently making

great efforts to suppress the sound of his laugh-

ter. Presently, he regained his composure in a

sufficient degree to speak, and Malleville heard

his voice again, calling,

"Malleville?"
^

"What?" said Malleville.

** Have you nearly finished your supper ?"

asked Beechnut.

"Yes," replied Malleville. "I have only got

a little more milk to drink."

" Well," said Beechnut, " when you have

drank your milk, you had better go directly

back to your room again, and get into bed e"''

go to sleep."

"And what shall I do with Hepzibah?" said

Malleville.

"Where is Hepzibah?" asked Beechnut; "is

she asleep in your room ?"
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" Yes," replied Malleville.

"On the sofa?" asked Beechnut.

''Yes," rephed Malleville.

*' Then leave her where she is," replied Beech-

nut "and go to bed and go to sleep. U you do

not get to sleep in half an hour, ring your bell,

and I will dress myself, and come and see what

to do."

" Well," said Malleville, " I will." So taking

her new lamp, she went up stairs again to her

room. Hepzibah was sleeping as soundly as

ever.

Malleville, in obedience to Beechnut's direc-

tions, after putting her lamp upon the stand,

went directly to her bed and lay down. She

shut up her eyes to try to go to sleep, thinking

of Beechnut's injunction to ring the bell if she

did not get to sleep in half an hour, and won-

dering how she was to determine when the

half hour would be ended. Long, however,

before she had decided this perplexing question,

EJie was fast asleep.

The next morning, Hepzibah awoke at half-

past five, which was her usual time of rising.

She started up, amazed to find that it was

morning, and that she had been asleep all night

upon the sofa in Malleville's room. Her amaze-
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ment was increased at finding her feet envei

oped in a blanket, and a screen placed care-

fiillv between her face and the remahis of the

tJre. She went hastily to Malleville's bedside,

ixid finding that the little patient was there safe

and well she ran off to her own room, hoping

thai Phonny and Beechnut would never hear

the story of her watching, and tell it to the

men ; for if they did, the men, she said to her-

self, would tease her almost to death about it.

When the doctor came the next morning,

and they told him about Malleville's supper, he

laughed very heartily, and said that food was

better for convalescents than physic, after all

;

and that, though patients often made very sad

mistakes in taking their case into their own

hands, yet he must admit that it proved some-

times that they could prescribe for themseivti

bfitfer than the doctor.
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Chapter X.

Maleville's Farewell.

During the time in which the events described

m the last few chapters took place, Phonny'g

cousin Wallace was not at Franconia. He was

at college. His fall vacation was to commence

about tlie middle of September. It had been

arranged that he was not to come to Franconia

to spend this vacation, but to go to New York.

Malleville was to go to New York too, to spend

the vacation there with Wallace, and then af-

terward to return to Franconia again. Hei

health and strength were gaining so steadily by

her residence in the country, that her father

and mother chose to keep her at Franconia as

much and as long as possible.

Wallace was to take Malleville with him to

JNJew York, but he was not to come for her Ui

Franconia. He was to meet her on the way.

His college was in one of the interior towns of

New England, much nearer to New York than

Franconia was. The college was on the west
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Fhonny wishes to go Conversation with his mother.

side of the Connecticut river. Franconia is on

the east side. It was agreed therefore, that

Beechnut should take Malleville in a small car-

riage, and convey her to a certain town upon

ihii river, and that Wallace should come and

meet her there.

When Phonny heard of this plan, he was very

earnest to be permitted to go too. Beechnut

said that he had no objection. Phonny then

went to ask his mother. She said that she had

no objection, except the expense. " You may

go out," said she, " and find Beechnut, and

make a calculation with him what the addi-

tional expense will be if you go ; and then come

and tell me."

Phonny accordingly went out to make the

calculation v/ith Beechnut. In a short time he

returned, saying that Beechnut estimated that

his, that is Phonny's expenses, would be about

seventy-five cents a day, and that the party

would be gone a little more than three days.

The total, he thought, would amount to two

dollars and fifty cents.

Mrs. Henry said that that was a great deal

of money to be spent upon a mere pleasure ex-

cursion :!or a boy, though after all it was not

quite ns much, she said, as she had supposed it
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Phonny's calculations. Beechnut. Malleville's baggage.

would be. She then asked Phonny which he

should prefer, the journey, or the two dollars

and fifty cents to expend in play-things.

Phonny reflected upon the subject a few mo-

ments, thinking over the various ways in which

such a sum c ould be expended, and finally con-

cluded that he should prefer the journey. His

mother then told him that he might go.

Phonny was greatly pleased with this deci

sion. He immediately went out into the yard

to find Beechnut, in order to consult with hinj

in respect to the arrangements.

Beechnut had decided to take a certain car

riage called the carryall, and two horses. Then

were two seats to this carryall. There was t,

rack for trunks and baggage behind the carry-

all, and this rack was so arranged, that it couM

be put on or taken ofi* at pleasure. Phonny

found Beechnut preparing to take the rack ofi'.

The reason for this was, that Malleville, in

her journeys back and forth, between New York

and Franconia, took with her usually very little

oa^j^aoe. Every thini? that she had at Franco-

nia, in the way of dress, books, play-things, &c.,

she usually left there when she went to New
York, as she had an abundant supply of all such

things at home. In the same manner, when she
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Phonny makes a request. Beechnut's conditional promise.

came from New York, she usually brought very

little with her, except such things as were ne-

cessary to use on the way. Beechnut knew,

therefore, that a large carpet-bag would contain

all that she would wish to carry, and that there

would be room for this under the forward scat

of the carryall.

" Mother says that I may go," said Phonny to

Beechnut, " and now there is one thing that I

want you to let me do."

" What is it ?" asked Beechnut.

" Will you promise that you will let me do

h?" asked Phonny.

" Yes," replied Beechnut, " if it is any thing

reasonable."

Phonny then said that he wished that Beech-

nut would allow him to have the whole care and

management of the expedition. He wished

that while they were riding, Beechnut would

take his seat on the back seat of the carryall, as

if he were a gentleman passenger, and let Phon-

ny sit upon the front seat with Malleville, to

drive ; and when they stopped at the taverns,

that Beechnut would go directly in and sit

down, and leave Phonny to see that the horses

were taken care of, and the dinner was orderedj

and finally, when they were ready to come
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Beechnut hesitates His consent. The conditions.

away, that the bill was paid. Beechnut might

be ready to help him in doing anything that he

was not able to do himself, and also to assist in

case of any accident, or any unexpected emer-

gency ; but in all other respects he was to travel

as an indifferent spectator, leaving the whole

management of the expedition to Phonny's dis-

cretion.

Beechnut was at first very much in doubt in

respect to the wisdom of making such an ar-

rangement as this. He had promised to grant

Phonny's request, provided that it was reason-

able ; but he said that there was great room to

question whether this was reasonable or not.

Finally, after much hesitation, he agreed to sur-

render the control of the expedition into Phon-

ny's hands, until Phonny should have made

three serious mistakes in the management of it.

When Phonny should have made three such

mistakes, he was then immediately to resign his

power, and Beechnut was to be reinstated in

his place.

By the time that this arrangement was

agreed upon. Beechnut had half taken off the

rack from behind the carriage. The first exer-

cise of Phonny's power was to order it to be

screwed on again. He concluded, that, al*
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though there was nothing but a carpet-bag to

be carried, he would rather have that strapped

on behind than to take it in under one of the

seats. He thought it would look more impos

ing and business-like, and more as if they were

actually a party of travelers, taking a real jour-

ney. Beechnut made no objection to this

change, but screwed the rack on again firmly,

and then brought out a long strap from the

harness-room and buckled it loosely over the

rack, so as to have it all ready. Phonny then

directed Beechnut to have the horses harnessed

and the carryall ready the next morning at

eight o'clock—which was the hour that he had

fixed upon as the most suitable for starting.

He then left Beechnut and went into the

house to find a map in order to determine, by

means of it, how far it would be desirable to go

the first day. He told his mother of the ar-

rangement which he and Beechnut had made.

She very readily acquiesced in it.

Phonny proposed to Malleville, that instead

o[ stopping at a tavern for dinner on the first

day of their journey, that they should encamp,

as they had done on their expedition in search

of Carlo the summer before. Malleville ap-

proved this plan very highly, and Phonny began
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Phonny's stock of provisions. The box under the seat.

to consider what it would be best to take for

provisions. He, finally, concluded upon sand-

wiches, cake, an apple-pie, three apples, three

oranges, and a jug of milk. All these things

his mother promised to have ready the follow-

ing morning, with a basket to put them in.

Phonny and Malleville then went out to the

carryall to see where it would be best to put

the basket when the provisions were packed

in it.

There was a sort of box under the back seat,

which opened with a lid. The lid was under

the cushions. This box was a very secure

place, but it was found to be too small to con-

tain the basket. Phonny said, however, that it

would be an excellent place to keep the jug of

milk in.

" We will fill up the rest of the room with

hay," said he, " to keep the jug from knocking

about."

The children, accordingly, went out into the

barn to get the hay. Phonny climbed up the

ladder to the scaffold, and pulled out some of

the softest hay that he could find, and threw it

down to Malleville. She gathered it together

in her arms as fast as Phonny threw it down,

Hnd they went back together to the carryall.
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rhonny wishes to carry a trunk. The trunk-rooQ.

taking the hay with them. They stuffed it intc

the box, leaving space, however, for the jug,

and then shut down the Hd, and put on the

cushions. They decided to put their basket of

provisions under the forward seat, where there

was a large space ; this space was open toward

the front, though closed behind.

These questions being all thus settled, Phon-

ny looked at the rack behind the carryall, and

began to wish very much that they had a trunk

to carry there instead of merely a carpet-bag,

A carpet-bag seemed to him a very insignificant

stock of baggage for three travelers going on a

three days' journey ;—one of them, too, as he

said, a lady, setting out on a tour of four

hundred miles. He asked Malleville if she

could not just as well put her things in a

trunk,

" Yes," said Malleville, " if my aunt Henry

would only lend me one."

" And we can put my great-coat in the car-

pet-bag," added Phonny, "and if that is not

enough, we can fill it up with hay."

Mrs. Henry said that she had no objection to

lending Malleville a trunk, and she, accord-

ingly, went up with the children into the trunk-

room, which was a sort of garret, to find one
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They find a trunk. Packing. Tl;e key. Injunctions.

They found that most of the trunks there

were packing-trunks of monstrous size. There

were, however, two or three travehng-trunks,

and Mrs. Henry, selecting the one that slie

thought most suitable, told Phonny that he and

Malleville might take it out to the head of the

stairs, and then go and ask Hepzibah to come

and carry it down for them into Malleville's

room.

Phonny and Malleville found, however, on

lifting out the trunk, that it was not at all heavy,

so they carried it down themselves. Phonny

then helped Malleville to transfer the clothes

and other articles, which had already been

packed in the carpet-bag, to the trunk. Malle-

ville said that there were more things to be put

.into it in the morning, but, notwithstanding

this, Phonny shut it up, locked it, then strapped

and buckled it carefully, and giving the key to

Malleville, he charged her to put it in her

pocket, and to be very careful to keep it there.

He was very sure, he said, that it would count

for one of his three serious mistakes, if the key

of the trunk should get left behind.

The next morning, the trunk was, of course,

unstrapped and opened again to receive the ad-

ditional articles which Malleville had to put in
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Hepzibah then locked and strapped it as before,

giving Malleville the key. Phonny came up to

see that all was right, and then taking hold of one

end of the trunk, while Hepzibah took the other,

they carried it down stairs and put it in the

entry, where it would be all ready to go upon

the rack when the carriage should be brought

to the door.

Things being thus arranged, Phonny dis-

missed the subject of the trunk from his mind,

and turned his thoughts to the packing of his

provisions for the encampment, in the basket.

The basket which Mrs. Henry gave him was a

square one, with a cover, but without any han-

dle, so that it would slide very easily into its

place under the seat. When the basket was

packed and put into the carriage, Phonny tried

to think what else w^ould be necessary for the

journey, so as to be sure not to make one of

his three mistakes in forgetting any thing at tne

outset. He got a small bag of oats for the

liorse and put it under the front seat, by the

side of the basket. He brought out the jug of

nr,ilk, and put it into the box under the back

seat, among the hay; and having placed it

there, as nearly as possible in the center of the

box, he stuffed in more hay around it and upon
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The money for the journey. The horses ready.

the top of it, SO as to make it perfectly secure.

He then went to his mother to get the mone}

to pay the expenses of the expedition. She

gave it to him in a wallet, which Phonny put

carefully in his pocket. The amount of the

money was twenty-five dollars. It was ex-

pected that the journey would cost about ten

for all three of the travelers ; but Mrs. Henry

always provided much more than the probable

amount that would be expended on such an ex-

pedition, so that in case any accident should oc-

cur, the travelers might be prepared to meet it.

Phonny also put some books into the pockets

of the carryall, that he and Malleville might

have something to read by the way. Thus he

thought that every thing was provided for.

He was greatly excited by all these prepara-

tions, and by the anticipated pleasures of the

journey, so much so that he had very little ap-

petite for his breakfast. After breakfast he went

out into the yard, and there he found Beechnut

all ready with the horses. He had harnessed

them according to Phonny's directions, and now

he stood by the side of them, with an uncon-

cerned and indifferent air, as if he felt no re-

sponsibility and had nothing to do. Phonny

examined the harnesses to see if all was right,
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The setting out. A wagon coming.

and then directed Beechnut to get in and take

the back seat. He then went all round, bid

ding every body good-bye, and finally helped

Malleville up to her place on the forward seat.

Lastly, taking the reins in his hand, he mounted

himself, and nodding once more to the people

who had assembled upon the steps to see the

party off, he drove away out of the yard.

As he came out into the road he saw a wag-

oner coming along with a team of four horses

and a large loaded wagon. This wagon was at

some little distance from them, but it was pro-

ceeding in the same direction in which Phonny

himself was going. Beechnut observed this

team coming, and he told Phonny that he want-

ed to speak with the man a moment, and asked

Phonny to let him get out for that purpose.

Phonny did so. Beechnut accordingly descend-

ed from the carryall, walked back to the wagon,

and after conversing a minute or two with the

wagoner, he returned. Phonny asked him

what it was that he went to see the wagoner

about. Beechnut replied, that it was only a

little business about some teaminoj that the was:-

oner was going to do for him.

" Now," said Phonny, " we are fairly started

Have 1 not managed pretty well. Beechnut ?*'
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Mal!evil!e's friends with bouquets at the corner.

'* Very well, indeed," said Beechnut.

Alter proceeding about a mile, the attention

of Phonny and Malleville was attracted by s

group of girls standing under the trees at a cor-

ner where two roads met. Each of the girls

had a bouquet in her hand. On approaching

nearer, Malleville found that it was a party ot

her friends, headed by Mary Bell, who had

come out to that point to intercept her on the

way, and bid her good-bye. The flowers which

they held in their hands we?'^ for Malleville, as

parting presents.

FA-flSUELL TO MALLEVILLE.
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Phonny stopped the carryall when he came

to the spot, and the girls began to climb up ea-

gerly to Malleville in the wagon, to kiss her and

bid her good-bye. They gave her their bou-

quets too, and at first Malleville was embar-

rassed to know what to do with so many flow-

ers. Mary Bell, however, relieved her of this dif-

ficulty by pinning the bouquets up in the inside

of the carryall, some on one side and some on

the other. As the bouquets were formed gene-

rally of highly colored autumnal flowers, they

gave to the interior of the carryall, when ar-

ranged in their places, a very gay and brilliant

appearance. When all was ready, Malleville

bade Mary Bell and her other friends good-bye,

receiving many charges from them to come back

again to Franconia as soon as possible, and then

Phonny drove on.

The party had a very pleasant ride, and met

with a great variety of incidents and adven-

tures, W'hich can not here be particularly de-

scribed. The children enjoyed every moment

of the journey, and nothing whatever occurred

to mar their pleasure except that Phonny at

one time, when he got out to walk up a hill,

was extremely frightened at observing thai

there was no trunk upon the rack. He im«
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mediately exclaimed in a tone of extreme sur-

prise;

" Why, Beechnut ! We have lost off our

Irunk!"

" Have we ?" said Beechnut.

Beechnut was riding at his ease on the back

seat of the carryall, and he seemed to pay very

little attention to Phonny's announcement. He
did not even look round.

Phonny ran forward and called upon Malle-

ville to stop the horses, and with a countenance

ofgreat excitement and anxiety, he asked Beech-

nut what they should do.

" I don't know," said Beechnut, carelessly,

" I am only a passenger."

" We might turn round and go back," said

Phonny, " and perhaps we should find it in the

road. I wonder how long ago it fell off!"

" Perhaps some robbers cut it off," said

Beechnut.

" I don't think that is very likely," replied

Phonny.

*' 1 think it is quite as likely as that it fell

off," replied Beechnut, " that is, if you strapped

it on strong."

" /did not strap it on," said Phonny. " You

strapped it on."
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" Did I ?" said Beechnut.

" Yes," said Phonny,— " I suppose so." Then

he paused, hesitating, and tried to recollect

whether the trunk was put on or not. He
finally concluded that it had been left at home.

For a moment he seemed to be in great trouble.

" What shall I do ?" said he to Beechnut.

' You were to help me in case of any difficulty,

and this is a difficulty, I am sure."

" Well," said Beechnut, " I wall help you. In

the first place, I advise you not to be anxious or

frightened about this trouble. You did the best

that you possibly could do, and tried to attend

to every thing necessary in the setting out.

You gave all your time and thoughts to the

work, and made most faithful endeavors ; and

if among the multiplicity of things that you had

to do, one escaped you, you are not to blame.

Considering that it is the first time that you un-

dertook to take such a charge, you have done

remarkably w^ell. And then, besides, leaving

the trunk behind is no very serious misfortune

after all."

Phonny was greatly comforted by these

words. He still, however, seemed somewhat

perplexed, and he asked Beechnut what Uq

should do.
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ilcechnut assumes Uie charge in iTSpect to the trunk.

'* There are three thu-jgs that you can do/

replied Beechnut. "First, you can go back

and get the trunk ; secondly, you can go on

without it ; and thirdly, you can put the case

into my hands, and so dismiss all thoughts of it

from your mind."

'' Well," said Phonny, " I will do that

last."

" Onl}^," continued Beechnut, " we must

count the leaving of the trunk as one of your

three mistakes."

" Yes," said Phonny, " I agree to that."

''Very well," said Beechnut, "then drive

on."

Phonny wished very much to know what

Beechnut was going to do, but Beechnut did

not seem inclined to answer any questions, ex-

cept to say that he would contrive some way

or other to get out of the difficulty.

Phonny, accordingly, dismissed all thought

and care in respect to the lost trunk from his

mind, and drove on as before, enjoying his ride

very highly until twelve o'clock, when the

whole parly stopped at a place of encampment,

which Phonny selected in a wild and romantic

spot, under a group of rocks by the side of

a mountain stream. While the party were
O
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The wugoner. Suspicious dialogoe^

eating their dinner here, they heard the noise

of wheels coming along the road, and presently,

tiie great wagon which they had seen just as

tliey were leaving home, came into view. Tha

wagoner nodded to Beechnut as he passed.

" All right ?" said Beechnut, in a tone of in-

quiry.

" All right," responded the wagoner, in a tone

of reply.

Phonny wanted to know v/hat Beechnut

meant by that dialogue with the wagoner.

But Beechnut did not seem inclined to explain

it. On the other hand, his countenance as-

sumed a very mysterious expression, indicating

that there was some deep understanding be-

tween him and the wagoner.

" It is about the trunk," said Phonny, " I

verily beheve. Isn't it, Beechnut ?"

" Ah !" said Beechnut, " now you have found

me out."

Beechnut then confessed that the wagoner

had the trunk in his wagon. He had perceived

that Phonny was coming away without it, and

so had secretly requested the wagoner to bring

it along.

Phonny made no more mistakes after this,

but managed the business that devolved upon
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The journey safely ended.

him in conducting the journey in a very satis-

iactory manner. He delivered Malleville safely

into Wallace's hands at the appointed place of

meeting, and then he drove Beechnut back to

rranconia.

T^n p/nij.
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bound uniformly, and are embellished with numerous Engrav-

ings. 16mo, Cloth, $1 00 per volume. Price of the set (33

v-ols.), $32 00.

A series of vohimes containing severally fall accounts of the lives,

characters, and exploits of the most distiuguished sovereigns, po-

tentates, and rulers that have been chiefly renowued amoug man-
kind, in the various ages of the world, from the earliest periods to

the present day.

The successive volumes of the series, though they each contain

the life of a single individual, and constitute thus a distinct and in-

dependent work, follow each other in the main, in regular historical

order, and each one continues the general narrative of history down
to the period at which the next volume takes up the story ; so that

the whole series presents to the reader a connected narrative of the

line of general history from the present age back to the remotest

times.

The narratives are intended to be succinct and comprehensive, and
are written in a very plain and simple style. They are, however, not
juvenile in their character, nor intended exclusively for the young.
The volumes are sufficiently large to allow each history to comprise
all the leading facts in the life of the personage who is the subject

of it, and thus to communicate all the information in respect to him
which is necessary for the purposes of the general reader.

Such being the design and character of the works, they would
seem to be specially adapted, not only for family reading, but also

for district, town, school, and Sunday-school libraries, as well as for

text-books in literary seminaries.

The plan of the series, and the manner in which the design has
been carried out by the author in the execution of it, have been high-
ly commended by the press in all parts of the country. The whole
series has been iutroduced into the school libraries of several of tha
largest and most influential states.

Abraham Linooln's Opinion of Abbotts' Histories.—In a con^
wrsation with the President just before his death, Mr. Lincoln said: "J
leant to thank you and your brother for Abbotts' series of Histories. 1

have not education enough to ajiprcciate the 2J>'ofound roorks of volu-

minous historians; and if I had, I have no time to read them. But
your series of Histories gives me, in brief compass, just that knowledge

of past men and events which I need. I have read them with the great-

tst interest. To them I am indebted fjy about all the historical knowU
idgc 1 hMve."



Books by the Abbotts.

CYRUS THE GREAT.
DARIUS THE GREAT.
XERXES.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT.
ROMULUS.
HANNIBAL.
PYRRHUS.
JULIUS CiESAR.
CLEOPATRA.
NERO.
ALFRED THE GREAT.
WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR.
RICHARD I.

RICHARD IL

RICHARD IIL

MARY QUEEN OP SCOTS.

QUEEN ELIZABETII.

CHARLES L

CHARLES IL

JOSEPHINE.
MARIA ANTOINETTE.
MADAME ROLAND.
HENRY IV.

PETER THE GREAT.
GENGHIS KHAN.
KING PHILIP.

HERNANDO CORTEZ.
MARGARET OF ANJOU.
JOSEPH BONAPARTE.
QUEEN HORTENSE.
LOUIS XIV.

LOUIS PHILIPPE.



Boohs hy the Ahlofts.

THE LITTLE LEAKIER SERIES.

A Series for Very Young Children. Designed to Assist in

the Earliest Development of the Llind of a Child, while under

its Mother's Special Care, during the first Five or Six Years

of its Life. By Jacob Adbott. Beautifully Illustrated.

Complete in 5 Small 4to Volumes, Cloth, 90 cents per Vol.

Price of the set, in case, $i 50.

LEARNING TO TALK ; or. Entertaining and Instruct-

ive Lessons in the Use of Language. 1 70 Engravings.

LEARNING TO THINK : consisting of Easy and En»

tertaining Lessons, designed to Assist in the Eirst Unfold-

ing of the Reflective and Reasoning Powers of Children.

120 Engravings.

LEARNING TO READ ; consisting of Easy and En-

tertaining Lessons, designed to Assist Young Children in

Studying the Forms of the Letters, and in beginning to

Read. I GO Engravings.

LEARNING ABOUT COMMON THINGS; or,

Familiar Instruction for Children in respect to the Ob-

jects around them that attract their Attention and awaken

their Curiosity in the Earliest Years of Life. 120 En-

gravings.

LEARNING ABOUT RIGHT AND WRONG; cr,

Entertaining and Instructive Lessons for Young Children

in respect to their Duty. 90 Engravings.



Books hy the Abbotts.

KINGS AND QUEENS ; or, Life in the Palace : con-

sisting of Historical Sketches of Josephine and Maria Lou-

isa, Louis Philippe, Perdinand of Austria, Nicholas, Isa-

bella IL, Leopold, Victoria, and Louis Napoleon. By

John S. C. Abbott. Illustrated. 12mo, Cloth, $1 75.

A SUMMER IN SCOTLAND : a Narrative of Ob-

servations and Adventures made by the Author during a

Summer spent among the Glens and Highlands in Scot-

land. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated. 12mo,Cloth, $1 75.

THE ROMANCE OP SPANISH HISTORY. By

John S. C. Abbott. Illustrated. 12mo, Cloth, $2 00.

THE TEACHER. ]\Ioral Influences Employed in the

Instruction and Government of the Young. By Jacob

Abbott. Illustrated. ]2mo, Cloth, $1 75.

GENTLE MEASURES IN TRAINING THE
YOUNG. Geuile INIeasures in the Management and

Training of the Young ; or, The Principles on which a

Firm Parental Authority may be Established and Main-

tained without Violence or Anger, and the Eight Devel-

opment of the Moral and JMental Capacities be Promoted

by JNIethods in Harmony with the Structure and the Char-

acteristics of the Juvenile Mind. A Book for the Parents

of Young Children. By Jacob Abbott. Illustrated.

12mo, Cloth, %\ 75.



SCIENCE

FOR THE YOUNG.
By JACOB ABBOTT.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

HEAT. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

LIGHT. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

WATER AND LAND. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

FORCE. 12mo, Cloth, $1 50.

I^'tiw men eujoy a wider or better earned popularity as a writer

for ibe young than Jacob Abbott. His series of histories, and sto-

ries lllnstrative of moral truths, have furnished amusement and in-

Btrnction to thousands. He has the knack of piquing and gratifying

curiosity. In the book before us he shows his happy faculty of im-

parting useful information through the medium of a pleasant nar-

rative, keeping alive the interest of the young reader, and fixing in

his memory valuable truths.—il/iej-cifr7/. New Bedford, Mass.

Jacob Abbott is almost the only writer in the English language

who knows how to combine real amusement with real iustruction

In such a manner that the eager young readers are quite as much

interested in the useful knowledge he imparts as in the story which

he makes so pleasant a medium of instruction.—iJt^^ai^o Commercial

Advertiser.

* * * Mr. Abbott has avoided the errors so common with writers

for popular effect, that of slurring over the difficulties of the subject

through the desire of making it intelligible and attractive to un-

learned readers. He never tampers with the truth of science, nor

attempts to dodge the solution of a knotty problem behind a cloud

of plausible illustrations.—iV. Y. Tribune.



POPULAH HISTORIES
BY

JOHN S. C. ABBOTT.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK THE GREAT.

The History of Predenck the Second, called Frederick tha

Great. By John S. C. Abbott. Elegantly Illustrated.

8vo, Cloth, ^5 00.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

The French Kevolution of 1789, as Viewed in the Light of

Republican Institutions. By John S. C. Abbott. AVith

100 Engravings. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00.

NAPOLEON BOiS^APARTE.

The History of Napoleon Bonaparte. By John S. C. Ab-

bott. With Maps, Woodcuts, and Portraits on Steel.

2 vols., 8vo, Cloth, ,$10 CO.

NAPOLEON AT ST. HELENA.

Napoleon at St. Helena ; or. Interesting Anecdotes and Re-

markable Conversations of the Emperor during the Five

and a Half Years of his Captivity. Collected from the

Memorials of Las Casas, O'Meara, IMontholon, Antom-

marchi, and others. By John S. C. Abbott. With Il-

lustrations. 8vo, Cloth, $5 00.



By JOHN S. C. ABBOTT.

CHILD AT HOME.

The Child at Home ; or, the Principles of Filial Duty famil* -

iarly Illustrated. By John S. C. Abbott. Woodcuts.

]Cmo, Cloth, $1 00.

The duties and trials peculiar to the child are explained and il«

lustrated in this volume in the same clear and attractive manner
in which those of the mother are set forth in the " Mother at Home."
These two works may be considered as forming a complete mauual
of filial and maternal relations.

MOTHER AT HOME.

The Mother at Home ; or, the Principles of Maternal Duty

familiarly Illustrated. By John S. C. Abbott. Engrav-

ings. IGmo, Cloth, ^1 00.

This book treats of the important questions of maternal responsi-

bility and authority ; of the difficulties which the mother will ex-

perience, the errors to which she is liable, the methods and plans

she should adopt ; of the religious instruction which she should

impart, and of the results Avhich she may reasonably hope will fol-

low her faithful and persevering exertions. These subjects are

illustrated with the felicity characteristic of all the productions of

the author.

PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY.

Practical Christianity. A Treatise specially designed for

Young Men. By John S. C. Abbott. IGmo, Cloth,

$1 00.

It is characterized by the simplicity of style and appositeness of
illustration which make a book easily read and readily understood.
It is designed to instruct and interest young men in the effectual

truths of Christianity. It comes down to their plane of thought,

and, in a genial, conversational way, strives to lead them to a life

of godliness.

—

Watchman and Reflector.

It abounds in Avise and practical suggestions.—.^. Y. Commercial
Advertiser.


















